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COMMENTS OF NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE HISTORY 
BY LT GENERAL LEW4tALLEN 

The history is very interesting and, perhaps of necessity, is 

based on the exchange of memoranda a.."'1.d written documents pertinent 

to the tL.--ne. However, in that process some undue attention may be 

given to bureaucratic squabbling at the expense of some perspective. 

For what it is worth, here is a personal, subjective view of some 

of that interesting period. There are perhaps three major factors " \ 
i'! .;{ (. ' 

. ..., I: "v 
of photo- recce to be consIdered: (a) quahty- resolutlOn maInly, not 

color, stereo, shadow detail, etc.; (b) quantity-meaning broad area 

coverage; and (c) timeliness. There can be developed a logical 

description of requirements, as it relates to each factor, but in truth 

(as Katz would say) the developments have been driven by the "technological 

imperative" and the requirenlent here caught up later. 

For instance, MOL was decided upon when DYNASOAR was 

cancelled, because it was felt one shouldn1 t cancel something without 

allowing some alternate program; and Inany felt it was es sential that 

" DOD have some kind of man-in- space effort if the 1\ational commitment 

to Apollo was really going to generate a new era of manned space flight. 

Having decided on MOL, it took some time to decide what to do with 

it; and when nothing else made sense, the DORIAN mission was, in 

some sense, forced. The DORIAN camera specifications were actually 
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optimized to make maxllnUITl use of n'lan l s contribution and were 

substantially off-optirnu...J:1. for an unn'lanned application (e. g. focal 

length too long), Once DORIAN was essentially a fact, it was judged 

by sorne (Land Panel) that if one were to have such a high-quality, 

rnanned system one must have an autornated version for operation, 

in the event that rnan proved difficult. This led to unmanned MOL, 

a contradiction in terms and I think, in this case, the Land Panel 

led the Government down ax: atrocious, illogical path based on 

irrefutable. scientific logic and no practical judgn""lent. The unrnanned 

version added greatly to the cost and cornplexi1:y of MOL and, thus, 

to its cancellation. When cancellation of MOL began to be seriously 

considered, design studies were undertaken of an. optimized unmanned 

lIVER!! system (you caLled it Hexador). This system was rnuch less 

expensive than MOL, perforrned better and its potential was used 

as a basis for MOL terrnination. In fact, the argument had gone 

full circle. On LTltelligence needs alone one had difficulty justifying 

the approximately $500 rnillion for "Hexador, II yet $1 billion had been 

.. 
judged all right for MOL as a Lab and $2 billion for MOLl DORIAN, 

" 

but not~I ____ ------.Jlfor the comple; program that evolved and included 

the automated version. In other words, the true basis of the justification 

was the man. 1£ it had not been for that "imperative, II it is likely 

that the course of action selected for factor (a) would have been 

2 
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evolutionary improvement of GAMBIT, as indeed we ultimately 

?ursued anyway. 

With regard to factor (b) you have that history about right, 

but it is useful to point- out that weighing a number of factor s: 

(factors which have been sort of constant for 10 years and will remain 

so about 10 more) -- the size of Asia; the desire for about 3' resolution 

to identify vehicles; the fact that film is the only way; the size of big 

boosters (Titan III) - one reached a system description which was~ 

and is, about II ultimate." Its success has left factor (b) unfruitful 

for further dreams. 

Now (c) -- you describe all of the early attempts, but recall 

tIle base of technology and the understanding of space recce was at a 

relatively very low level, so conclusion can!t be too profound. Still. 

(c) is a factor to inspire dreams. Many ideas were promoted; some 

sim.ple, like several Corona on alert for rapid launch and call down -

implemented but never used - others com.plex and technically doubtful. 

However, as the enormous value of overhead recce became more 

appreciated, it was always the stl\at~gic concept which dominated -

technological adva.."1cement of Soviet weaponry - SALT - order of 

ba.ttle, etc. "C!l was a factor to be worked on, but not worth much. 

The thing that changed was the development of the solid state 

array. SP had looked at similar approaches, but had been frightened 

off by the low-image plane resolution - CIA was not quite so leery, 

3 
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but their original system. thoughts were m.ode st - - I believe to a very 

m.ajor degree that it was Land personally who m.ade the big leap. 

Rem.eITlber, at the tim.e he was investing several hundred m.illion 

of (effectively) his pe r sonal fortune in the SX70 - - a device no one 

felt would work -- a device which took his rem.arkable inventions in 

film and used a very arn.bitious system. of m.icro-electronics - plus 

bold optics and generated pictures in near real time. He had seen 

and made a major personal co:r:nr.Clitrn.ent to a carn.era, which capitalized 

on several major new technological achievements to do the tJirnpossible. If 

It was in that fram.e of m.ind that he challenged Le s Dirks and said 

the elem.ents are here: 

solid state array 

integrated circuits for com.plex data proce ssing 

- large, fast optics -I 
~------" 

-LI _____ ---"Idata link 

- long-lived satellites 

- corn.rn.unic ations satellite s 

I 

In his view those elem.ents were the quantum leap - the challenge was 

to design the system. to use them. - the need would appear. From. that 

point on, all arguments for alternate system.s were basically irrelevant. 

The !1eed was never really there, in a sense, - - the "technological 

iITlperative" was the tr-.ing. As in VHR where the worth was apparently 
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never quite 500 million, but the man was the thing. A readout 

system really wasn It worth much, unles s it had the elements above. 

I had the cynical view during much of this period (not really shared 

J<. 
by ivfcLucus or Schlesinger. I must say) that our worft on FROG 

1) 
or I Iwas for the purpose of showing that it was not mandatory 

to proceed with "K!! -- I felt if "KII were ended, FROG would not be 

far behind; and, of course, the concern with 11K" was quantitative -

cost, schedule, risk -- was it really worth all that? Many felt not, bu.t 

felt obliged to generate alternatives, rather than only be negative. 

Since the argument is quantitative, I have sometimes felt that in the 

absence of Government m.easure s of merit, a test of LandIs judgment 

on the matter could be the profitability of the SX70 so far that has 

got to be considered questionable. 

Although I supported FROG and 1"-----____ 1 institutionally. 

my heart wasn!t in it -- they should not have gone forward. I had a 

COnSeT"'Tative view of K, and still do, a remarkable technical vision, 

but one it is possible the country could do without~· In a profit-loss 
,I' • 

\ 
environment it wouldn't make it _l like an SST - but that's conservation 

I guess. 

The view of history may not even be right, but itl s very personal 

and like few things in one's life has shaped my views of many other 

thngs. 
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P. S. A rem.arkable aspect of "K" history is the awesome effectiveness 

with which CIA and the Land Panel dedicated themselves to 

supporting ilK!! once Land made his basic commitment. The 

only parallel in history is the unified dedication of the Romans 

to the destruction of a11 Carthage. 
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Xi/II RECCE SATELLITE R&D: CAPABILITIES IN H_EADOUT, 
CRISIS RESOLUTION AND VER Y HIGH RESOLUTION 

~.;.lthough fundamental scientific res earch was the norninal 

i-=:-llssion of the first American satellites, reconnaissance had been 

:lerc; principal justification for virtually all space-focus ed res earch 

ZtLd development undertaken in the United States before 1957. While 

p:.:oposals for a variety of other 

dc:bated in those years, the lack 

space n'lis sions were advanced and 

1fJi"'-
of funding kept most in a study 

" 
::.~ tatus. Except in preliminary work on the Samos E -1 photo- readout 

system, the slightly funded scientific satellite program called 

Vanguard, and their respective vehicular components, relatively 

... ittle progress was made. 'iNhen lUore adequate fu.."1ding became 

--:'.i1able after the respectability of satellite research was reestab-

lished late in 1957; * there were in principle or.ly nominal constraints 

O~, the scope and direction of space-relevant resear cn and development., 

In ac t'~ality> constraints were real and extensi-\re,particularl y for 

':Uilitary space programs" 

Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson and Undersecretary 
DY:lald L. Quarles he.ld space progr;:nns in disfavor. l\Iilitary space 
?rogr2_~ns were particularly unfashionable in the years bc~t\Veen 1.955 
ar .. a 19SrL The appearance of the first Soviet satellites i_n Octooer zlnd 
'>~ov3rnber 1957 changed a funding stringency poJicy that hcHI o',;cn rllDst 

ubviou3 G:xri.ng the budget crises of fiscal years 1957 and If)~:,8" The 
:::::-:ratter is di.scussec1 in S(Hne deLlil in Chapter L 

KENNEN Ha~dle. Via 
D ~.G r iHJ n~; 

flEXAGON 2.:<--i< B!I!U ~:~~!~nlY 
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Although the annual inver:3Lment in research for and development 

of Yl'_ilitary space systems increased from the $10 million available 

2<t the start of £iscal1957 to a spending rate that approached I 
~--~ 

cnillions a year by fiscal 1962, that expansion was not accompanied 

by a comparable broadening of applications. One reason was that 

developing and operating ITlilitary satellites proved to be many times 

IYlOre expensive than had been anticipated. Money that might other-

"vise have been spent on the development of new or special capa-

bilities was needed to carryon development of early reconnaiss3....Tlce 

3ysterns. The Air Force also invested heavily in several ambitious 

space progr2xns that ultimately failed. >!< 

Money was also at the heart of the second inhibitor: although 

a variety of attractive functions seemed to be operationally 

achievable by 1960, the transformation of a laboratory-demonstrated 

capability into a working orbital system proved to be enormously 

"'-

...... Cornrnllilications and missile-launch detection satellites were 
among the lYlOSt favored and least successful of first-generation 
military spac e programs. Advent and Midas, quickly forgotten. 
'';V2re notorious examples. The tendency to understate probable cost 
\,~ia:3 not coniined to space programs, of course, and in tenTIS of 
dollar overruns and program failures space programs could not 
be considered major offenders. Nevertheless, military satellites 
Viere notoriously undercosted, and the frequency of program failure 
','-'l2.S qui te high. 

Nll""N " t: ' 
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expenS1.ve. A capability that was att.ractivewhen initially proposed 

at modest cost became highly unattractive when real costs proved 

greatly larger. That there were few operational military satellite 

S;lsterns served to constrain eHorts to adapt new capabilities to ex-

is ting systems. Until 1964, ,Corona was the only photo-reconnaissance 

system in operational use and for the remainder of the decade Gambit 

Vias its sole companion. Although eventual replacement of Corona by 

some rnore capable search system was all but certain as early as 

1964, the system survived for another eight years; Gambit performance 

oved so m2.rkedly and steadily throughout the closing years of 

the 1960s that no serious consideration of replacing it was enter-

t2.:ned until 1971. The quality and reliability of .Corona and Gambit 

oper2.tions tended to depreciate the attractivenes s of competing 

systems with unproven performance and uncertain costs. 

Sa..enos E-l, the original photo-readout satellite system was 

clearly inferior to a successful Corona in all important respects; 

the program was therefore cancelled after one launch failure and 

One modestly successful flight. "Improved!! film readout systems 

\vhich had begun development in 1958 and 1959--Samos E-Z and E-3--

'Here cancelled in embryo, their own technical deficiencies and 

their inferiority to ~o~ and Gambit being acknowledged in 1960 

Handle Via:·~ 

BYE~AAN 
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2nd 1961. The surprising manageability of Gambit in camera pointing 

maneuvers 2nd the potential of Gambit-3 brought about the 1964 

derrlise of the V2lley progranl, originally intended to provide a 

capability for very high resolution photography, but at what eventually 

b2came an unacceptably high cost for the extent of improvement 

provided. Samos E-5, the only photo-surveillance system that pro-

vided for recovering both camera and film, was a technical disaster 

tainted by severe cost problems; such defects led to its cancellation 

in December 1961. Samos E-6, once intended to supersede Corona, 

'"vas abandoned in January 1963 after five successive flight failures. 

(Continuing improvements in Corona performance had made E-6 

comparatively less appealing by the time cancellation became ad-

visable, but doubts about the ability of E-6 to perform as specified 

also encouraged program termination.)* Dorian, the ultra-high-

resolution camera subsystem intended for clandestine flight as 

part of the :Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) program, was can-

celled in 1969 when budget problems forced a choice between Hexagon 

and .l'vl0L. Hexagon survival owed at least as much to institutional 

pres sur es as to any certain advantages over the systems it was in-

tended to replace. (The 1965 assumption that Hexagon could perform 

The various Salllos E-series prograllls are covered in Volumes 

IrA and lIB. 

TOP S~CRET 
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Ihc functions of both Corona and Gambit was overtaken by events. 

The Corona program ended, but when .Hexagon finally approached 

operational readiness in 1971, Gc:.~bit-3 was demonstrating resolu-

tion capabilities that Hexagon could match only if extensively redesigned--

at great cost. } 

?-Jotv;,rithstanding the repeated failure of efforts to provide new 

satellite reconnaissance systems with capabilities surpassing those 

of Corona and Gambit, the decade of the 1960s was not in any sense 

a disaster for satellite reconnaissance. Those years saw a continuing 

progression through successively improved Corona and Gambit systems 

to a Hexagon satellite with great--if still unproven--potential. 

(Hexagon did not fly until1971.) Yet at the end of a decade of continuing 

research and development, a readout capability still was unavailable 

for photo satellites. Not one of several proposed search and high 

resolution alternatives to the basic Corona and Gambit systems had 

progressed to operation, not even the few comparatively low-cost 

variations on the basic systems that had been developed and required 

o~1.1y the approval of reconnaissance program managers for trial 

and eventual employment. ~< 

.,..t •• -,.. 
The fate of various Corona model improveme nt proposals has 

been treated in Volume I and will not be further discussed here. 
Ho\vever, it is notable that institutional rather than technical or cost. 
factor::; were primarily responsible for the succe ssi ve decisions to 
ai::Jjure further improvement of Corona, excepting relatively lTIodest 
:r-eliability 2.nd resolution er~ancement, in the years after 1966. .. 

'r"~p SEEJzET 
. .1 
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~lost new satellite reconnaissance systeITls proposed~ sOITle,-

tifJ."les started, and eventually abandoned in the 1960s could be 

f::::.ulted Oil. risk and cost grounds. Generally, there were no such 

straightforward arguITlents against the several Galnbit variants 

d3veloped in the saITle period. Ra,ther. requireITlents were never 

solidly validated for ITlost, and there was constant high-level dis-

agreeITlent about whether attractive search, readout, and very-high-

:::-esolution capabilities should be incorporated in GaITlbit or developed 

a.s largely new satellite reconnaissance systeITls. That proposals 

ior such iITlproveITlents were recurrent, and that the essential pre-

liITlinary research and deveiopITlent were funded notwithstanding 

those circumstances could be explained by two factors. First. Ga:;:nbit 

was the only photo satellite system readily available for modiiicatim; 

second, the composite of technical ITlisadventure and cost growth that 

had characterized several failed programs of the early 1960s had con-

vinced senior National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) officials that it 

was better to ITlodify existing systems than to invest in the more 

costly, riskier course of developing totally new systents. Cost 

tended to be the dominating consideration in such judgements. ~:< 

This section is concerned with trends in photographic recoD-11.ais
~; <"He e. It should be recalled, however, that various combinations of 
the na vehicle and either Atlas or Thor boosters Yfere emplo)red 
::o~cc2ssfully to orbit weather satellites, the Quill radar reconnaissance 

systems 
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Incremental improvement and modification as alternatives La SlY 
the development of new systems were not formally enunciated policies 

of. the National Reconnaissance Program in the 19605. Yet with the 

sole exception o£ Hexagon, a combined search and surveillance system, 

no er::tirely ne"v" photo reconnaissance satellite progressed steadily 

toward operational employment in those years. That Hexagon develop-

ment never faltered was more the consequence of institutional pre-

fer-ences than of any compelling advantages Hexagon provided. Pro-

posed alternatives to Hexagon usually represented some multi-system 

schem.e of flying an irnprov~d Corona in combination with Gambit. 

The only important exception was the S-2 system. favored by the 

'N es t Coast ele:rne nt of the National Reconnais sance Office >:~~:< during the 

period before Hexagon was chosen, and that preference too had 

*( continued)capable of detecting, locating, and identifying infrared 
and electromagnetic emissions. 1vlajor subsystems developed in the 
course of the Gambit and Corona program.s sometim.es were adapted to 
such applications. NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistation) 
satellites also us ed techniques and devices developed initiall y for recon
naissance operations (notably the photo readout system of Samos .E-l, 
which reappeared in Lunar Orbiter). And, of course, the Lanyard system 
represented a "growth capabilitylf that actually went into orbit, 2.lthough 
in the end it proved to be an incapable rival to either Corona or Gambit 
and was dropped. Nevertheless, new capabiliTies somehow were dis
approved or demonstrated incapability before they could appear as lFnew': 
photo reconnaissance systems Or as major m.odifications of existing system::>. 

Directorate of Special Projects; Program A. 
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i:astitutional overtones. S-2. was in concept an extensively improved ---- ,. 

version of the unsuccessful Samos E-6. It was significantly less 

d2pendent on new technological approaches and ingredients, at least 

i~1 its early phases, than was the proposal that eventually became 

Institutional learning--or perceptlon--had a dOITlinant influence 

on the course of reconnaissance satellite development dur:ing the 

1960s, but that fact was not openly conceded by the participants. The 

two principal subgroups concerned with sat elUte reconnaissance 

developed strikingly different viewpoints about appropriate system 

developITlent strategies. Even though neither the CIA nor the Directorate 

or Special Projects ever explicitly defined preferred strategies, those 

differences ,\vere evident in the extended controversy that preceded the 

eventual selection of Hexagon for development. Acquisition strategy 

'"vas also a significant but unacknowledged factor in disagreements 

about: how the I\IRP should add readout, crisis reconnaissance, backup 

search, and very-high-resolution capabilities to the national inventory 

toward the end of the decade. 

As evidenced in the advocacy of the S-2 searchsysteITl by the 

IJirectorate of Special Proj ects (SAFSP) and FulcTLlITl by the CIA 

The origins and fate of the S-2, as a predecessor of what beca:me 

~~~:.-:::agon, are detailed.' in_'lflurne IIIB, Chapter XV. 
; \ \ ... \ 

. \.. ir",\ r\ \ 
\_( \.) U \.J. r\ ... 
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and as reflected in the sometimes disharmonious consideration of 

what to do about Frog (Film Readout--Gambit), VHR (Very-High-

Resolution- -Gambit), and to a less er extent Highboy and Higherboy 

(backup search capability for Gambit), ~:< two very different developrnent 

a?proaches were in contention through the late 19605. SAFSP had 

)' 

by 1964 become painfully acute to the risks associated with attempting 

to develop reconnaissance systems that represented "great leaps 

forward. n Excepting Gambit, which in the end owed much to the 

exploitation of Co~ concepts and technology, all of the rnany arn-

bitious undertakings of the original Samos program had to be listed 

as failures. :\<~< Gambit was in difficult straits until1vIajor General 

Robert E. Greer and Colonel William G. King forced a design and 

test simplification on that system in 1963. They and the project 

specialists in SAFSP could not ignore or forget the problerns that 

ultimately caused the pre-operational cancellation of all the original 

Sarnos photo-reconnaissance systems. Nloreover. they were closely 

associated willi a set of Air Force officers whose technical management 

Those systems are discussed individually in the section that 
follows. 

Gambit began life in the Samos environment though never formally 
categorized as a Samos systenl. 
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of the Corona program in the years 1958~1963 had been strikingly 

n-:carked by engineering pragmatisrn and design conservatism. Those 

officers, notably Colonels Paul E. Worthman, C. Lee Battle, and 

Franl, Buzard, recognized that Corona had been conceived and 

initially operated as a low-risk Slj stem- -at least as cornpared to its 

rnuch mor e ambitious competitors of the time. Cor~ incorporated 

as ill_ueh as pos sible from existing oH-the- shelf technology: basic 

camera design, an existing satellite vehicle and booster, and whatever 

was available in the way of proven subsystems from contemporary 

rnis sile and space programs. Yet w-ith all L'-lat, Corolla verged on 

failure for its first two years. Even the most radical of subsequent 

alterations of Corona, the incorporation of stereo capability, repre-

sented an accommodation of space-proven cameras to a rather ob-

vious potential.;!< 

The Quill project of 1963-1964 seemed another proof of the 

validity of a policy of incremental acquisition: Quill was an 

That generalization, however accurate, does not in any way detract 
from the significance of innovation in Corona, which was not only the 
first successful photo reconnaissance satellite, but the first stereo 
system, the first multiple-capsule system, the first recoverable capsule 
system •.• and so on. All such L.11novations were marked by gradualism 
and incrementalism; that is the principal point. 

Approved for Release: 2018/09/11 C05099295 
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adaptation of existing aircraft-carried radar systems to the Agena-

Thor and a Corona reentry system. Its SAFSP manager, Major' 

David D. Bradburn:i< emphasized thos e qualities of incrementalism 

and low-risk technology espoused by King, Battle, Worthman, and 

Greer. Quill was a sparkling success. 

Lanyard, though not competitive with Gambit or Corona be-

cause of inate optical limitations, represented a IJpartial success ll 

in an era of failures, and Lanyard was an adaptation of Corona con-

cepts to a much simplified Samos E-5 camera system. Greer and 

NRO Director Joseph V. Charyk ma9.e a determined effort to pre-

serve the better parts of Samos E-6 in the short-lived SPAS-63/Spartan 

project, again postulating that chances of program success were good- -

because an incremental, low-risk approach was possible. 

The other major institutional element of the satellite reconnais-
i p'4; I~ h..:>,." .•.. l w,.-It..:'".t!, Of)'" '\ 

• .' o"j 

" ' sance program, the CLI\., was the sponsor of Fulcrum. a radically 
1 ., 

new system with almost no technological antecedents in earlier 

experience. The advocates of Fulcrum included no im.portant parti-

cipants in Corona, and thus no one with the perceptions and institu-

tional memories common to the SAFSP group. Most senior Fulcrum 

propor::.ents viewed Corona from a perspective very different from that 

Later Director of Special Projects, NRO, as a general officer. 
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of SAFSP, considering it to be innovative and technologically advanced 

2.nd 2.ttributing prograITl success solely to ITlanageITlent enterprise, 

"'-"Iillingness to accept risks, and design ingenuity. '.-

In the effort to secure acceptance of S-2 rather than FulcruITl, 

the SAFSP spo~-isors of the 3-2 eventually incorporated ITlany eleITlents 

of higher technical risk than were present in their early proposals. 

Nevertheless, S-2 essentially remained a growth version of what had 

first been conceived as a readily achievable extensicn of Samos E-6 

and Corona technology. Fulcrum, on the other hand, incorporated 

so ITluch untried and uncertain technology that the originally favored 

CL-'\ contractor (Itek Corporation) withdrew froITl the prograITl in 

"'--'-

the course of a dispute about what should be attempted and how. ,",',",' 

The disagreeITlents over how to proceed in developing new 

photo-reconnaissance systeITls never extended to an explicit dis-

cussion of developITlent strategies. Yet in the end the Frog .!! ZaITlan 

-'-
~f" That Corona had a higher failure ratio than Sa:mos during the 
first 15 mission atteITlpts of each prograITl was a generally ignored 
fact of history. So was the circumstance that Corona had originally 
been intended solely to provide a relatively cheap, quickly available, 
interiITl satellite reconnaissance capability--the kind of requirement 
unlikely to encourage inve:::tITlent in high-risk technology. Excepting 
possibly the legend that concurrency was responsible for the rapid 
progress of the early Air Force ballistic ITlissile program, there 
appears to be no comparable instance of institutional aITlnesla in recent 
1:echnological history. 
;:<0:< The dispute involved other factors, too. But technical design 
\"-3.S the central issue. See Volume V for details. 

S[CRET 
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{Kennan}, 5-2 ~ Fulcrum (Hexagon), and VHR-search-crisis 

reconnais sance system selection proces ses were characterized by a 

divergence of viewpoints that eventually became institutional. SAFSP, 

and for the most part the NRO staff in Washington, usually favored 

a relatively conservative, incremental-growth approach to the opera-

tional employment of new photo-reconnaiss ance technologies. CIA 

reconnaissance specialists, generally supported by the Land Panel 

(which reported to the President's Science Advisor) and respected 

senior scientists who advised <the United States Intelligence Board 

and its subcommittees, consistently urged more adventuresome 

approaches: new high capability systems little related in concept 

to those in the operational inventory and frequently incorporating design 

approaches and technological elements untested in other than a 

laboratory environment. The "quanttun jtunpfl faction was excessively 

optimistic about the tractability of new technology and little con-

cerned by the risks of technical, schedule, and cost difficulties. 

Advocates of an incremental advance strategy tended to be overly 

concerned about those factors. Neither the considerable scheduling, 

technical and cost problems of the Hexagon program nor the eventual 

success of that effort in overcoming such difficulties induced either 
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faction to reappraise its basic position. The differences of viewpoint 

that marked the Frog- Zaman discussions of 1969-1970 were hauntingly 

reminiscent of those expressed five years earlier by the same insti-

tutional groups when S-2 and Fulcrum were the alternatives. Inter-

velling experience and learning were interpreted in ways that rein-

forced existing i'nstitutional preferences. The process has been called 

mythography. 

The importance of the events that rrlarked development of 

oper atioually feasible VHR, readout, and search capabilities for 

Gambit in the years before 1970 derived not alone from the impres-

sive technological concepts they incorporated or their clever adaptation 

to Gambit. All were eventually rejected, either for lack of a vali-

dating requirement or in favor of new systems embodying more aIn-

bitious technical concepts. Such decisions reflected a pre ference for 

large advances Over incremental growth; for higher rather than lower 

risk in schedule, cost, and performance; and for higher cost, multi-

function systems rather than lower -cost specialized systems. That 

consistent expression of preference implicitly defined an acquisition 

strategy for ne"v national reconnaIssance systems and imposed three 

important constraints au the National Reconnaissance Program: 

lOP SECREi 
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dependence on a relatively few high·-cost systems which, because of 

cost, had to embody lcng on-orbit operating lives; acceptance of 

relatively long-term system development programs (eight years 

for Ker::.nan as compared to les s than two for Corona, three and a 

half for Gambit, two for Quill, one for Lanyard, and about four 

for Hexagon) with comparably larger development costs; and re-

Hance on a few multi-function systems rather than many lirnited-

function systems that cost less and could be built in larger quanti-

ties. The policy underlying the strategy (but again not explicitly 

voiced) seemed to be one of exploiting attractive major advances in 

reconnaissance technology shortly after their appearance rather than 

adapting more thoroughly proven incrementall y evolved capabilities. 

In the first instance the technology usually dictated the requirement; 

in the second. technology was made responsive to a requirement. 

In both instances the requirements were expressed in terms of 

national needs for satellite reconnaissance. 

Outside the reconnaissance community, a somewhat disorderly 

debate about system acquisition strategies had been in progress 

intermittently since 1967. Incremental development and techno-

logical conservatism were the nominal victor ~') in 1970, as indi.cated 
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by espousal of those policies at the highest levels of the Departnlent 

of Defense. But there, as in the National Reconnaissance PrograUl, 

the real choice of strategies for acquiring new systeUls was Ulore 

accurately reflected by the allocation of funds than by policy state-

Ulents. For exaUlple, the F-l4, F-15, B-1 and Trident programs 

were financed; alternatives involving improvements of such as the 

F-4, B-52, and 1vIinuteman were rejected. In each instance the 

admittedly much greater cost of wholly new systems was justified 

by citing requirements for higher performance than incrementally 

irnproved systems could nominally provide. At least in the 

National Reconnaissance Program, the strikingly effective perfor-

mance of Hexagon when it became operational showed that on 

occasion new, high-technical-risk systems could be successfully 

developed .... -though at the price of troublesome schedule slippages, 

initially liUlited system performance, and rather substantial cost 

growth. Whether Frog, VHR, and Highboy/Higherboy would have 

been operationally ace eptable had the y progressed to an operational 

stage coutd only be conjectured, of course. Critics of the tlfrontiers 

of technology!' approach could cite the B-70, Skybolt, XF-I03, 

Concorde. and similar examples in support of their view. Advocates 

, 
\'\ 

\ 
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had the Oxcart, Hexagon, 1vlinuteITlan and SOITle cOITlparable cases to 

offer in refutation. And, in the last analysis, the advocates of ' 

llquantuITl jUITlpsl1 could argue that the failures of high-technology 

systems were more frequent in the lfwhite world ll than within the 

cOITlmunity of reconnaissance systeITls, that the bureaucratic insti-

tutions of norITlal military service were usually incapable of ca'rrying 

ambitious high-technology programs to successful conclusions, and 

that the special circumstances of satellite reconnaissance plus the 

unique skills available to the reconnaissance community permitted 

developers to ignore or smash obstacles that would have crippled 

less favored programs. 

That argument was at least partly endorsed by the advocates of 

incrementalisrn,who agreed that program unity and exemption from 

the frivolities of "conventional!! program control were essential 

concommitants of most R &: D success. But they argued also that 

cost, schedule, and technical performance goals were more likely 

to be realized through progress in regular increments than through 

spasmodic efforts to create new systems based on untried Ilquantu..<n 

"" jump" technology.-r 

* The argument had first been cogently voiced by Robert 'f!atson-
Watt, the 'tinventor't of the British air defense radar systCITl of "\.Vorld 
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For systems with considerable national urgency, the arguments 

for and against incrementalism tended to be academic- -at least 

through the early 1970s. In the real world, the United States was 

able to bear whatever costs might be incurred by investments in 

high-risk technology and could afford to support parallel and backup 

progra.."Yls that lessened the dangers arising from the failure of a 

primary program. That advantage might vanish in a development 

*(continued) War II, who called his thesis lithe policy of the third 
best. II lvluch later, a small group of Rand Corporation analysts 
exa."Ylined the evidence for and against the hypothesis and in a series 
of studies published between 1961 and 1970 suggested that historical 
and statistical findings made the selection of an incremental approach 
appropriate for all but a few exceptional programs of extreme na-
tional urgency. Even in such exceptional instances, they urged. 
the chances of program success were significantly enhanced by 
incrementalism. The core of their argument was that system 
performance dependent on new technology had to await the demon
stration of that technology. that only rarely could the availability 
of new state-of-the-art technology be accelerated once an optimal 
rate of resource investment had been realized. and that generally 
it was less costly and more effective to develop the essential tech
nology in recurrent increments. Major performance improvements 
stemming from a common base of technology appeared more or 
less at the same time regardless of whether developers used con
current or incremental approaches; the IIconcurrent" developments 
generally "\vere so delayed by the need to solve unanticipated tech-
nical problems that they became operationally available at the same 
time as incrementally developed systems with comparable performance. 
The central issue in most such disagreements was what risk each 
proposed new system actually would incur. For the most part, even 
obviously high risk systems were represented to be low risk by their 

advocates. 

." 
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environment characterized by severe funding constraints, of course. 

T:2en, adequate but less costly performance advances of the sort 

represented by Frog, Highboy/Higherboy, and VHR for Gambit 

m.ight be preferred to more costly, more risky, potentially more 

capable systerns. One of the dominant variables in the choice pro-

cess was requirements. Ii requirements were derived from a 

baseline of nominally accessible technology, the mOre advanced and 

riskier sy stems would almost always be chosen, whereas if a 

requi:-ement were stated in need terms without regard for the 

apparent achievability of performance, incrementally derived systems 

could sometimes compete successfully. 
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Gambit Readout Capabilities 

Gambit with an inherent film readout capability became of 

pressing interest in 1969, when President Richard Nixon endorsed 

the notion of providing an operational near-real-time readout ca-

pabiEty for satellite photography durhlg his administration. >!< 

But readout of film imagery, as a mode of satellite reconnaissance, 

.I. 

T The statement had overtones of President John Kennedy's lito 
the moon in this decade 1I goal. How strongly President Nixon felt 
remains uncertain. He was quoted as having endorsed the goal 
and the supporters of readout seized on his "endorsement ' ! as their 
warrant for action. Advocates of competing technologies sometimes 
q.uestioned both the fact and the strength of the Presidential com
mitment to readout, but there was no serious attempt to obtain 
either a confirmation or a denial of the assumed Presidential de
CISIon. Not until tl;te Gambit option had been rej ected was there 
great concern abmi' the matter, and by that time Kennan had acquired 
such institutional support that reconsideration of the earlier non
specific readout ncommitment!! was infeasible. The only documentation 
of the President's lIcommitment" in the files of the National Recon
naissance Office is in the form of a minute citing a brief and general 
statement by James R. Schlesinger in 1969. He then was a member 
of the Bureau of the Budget management staff; in 1973 he became 
Secretary of Defense. Given the President's self-acknowledged 
ambiguity of expres sion in discussions with his staff, it is con-
ceivable that his llcommitmentl1 to development of a photo-readout 
satellite was slight and casual. But Schlesingerls well known habits 
of precision in ci tation argue against tna t circumstance. In any 
case, by 1971 the matter was moot; once Kennan development had 
received CIA and USIB endorsement, reversal of the development 
decision was all but inconceivable •. Eventual financial or technical 
difficulties might lead to program cancellation, of course, but that 
was quite another matter. 

". ~"r:\ 
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had been a primary object of the satellite overflight prograITl through 

ITlost of the 1950s and had been recurrently nominated for operational 

developITlent throughoo t the 19 60s. For all practical purposes, the 

operational feasibility of film readout had been deITlonstrated in 

1961 tests of SaITlos E-l; the probability that readout techniques 

better than those of E-l could be developed had been experiITlentally 

confirmed by 1964. Objections to the original Samos E-l film read-

out technique mostly concerned limitations on resolution and data 

transITlission rates peculiar to the technology developed for Samos in 

the 1950s. By 1965 advances in film, optics, processing methods, 

and data tra...Tlsmission techniques had largely Overcome those ob-

jections. In the interim, however, the original requirement had 

been overtaken by progress in film-recovery satellite technology and 

had been weakened by continuing reappraisals of the need for a 

readout capability. The obj ections to film readout as a basic mode 

of satellite reconnaissance were compelling in the early 19608; only 

the appearances of a still more con"lpelling requirement coupled with 

an intriguing new approach could make readout sufficiently attractive 

to insure the developrre nt of a readout system for the 1970s. 

lOP S[C:R[-f-
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In January 1960, at the height of early enthusiasm for the 

original E-l and E-2, eleven development-operational flights of the two 

film readout systems were still in the schedule. By August of that 

year, owing to redirection of the Samos program away from readout 

and toward recovery, only six remained. In November the total was 

reduced to five. The initial success of Corona, demonstrating the 

operational feasibility of film recovery, had much to do with the cut-

back but the increasing costs of such competing systems as E-5 and 

E-6 were the ultimate determinants. The data processing system 

known as Subsystem I (the initial, not the Roman numeral) was essential 

to Samos as originally laid down, and Subsystem I was rn.uch rn.ore 

costly, performance deficient, and delayed in development than had 

been predicted in 1959. Finally, the advocates of readout in 1960 

tended to be Air Staff and Strategic Air Command officials who 

wanted a system that would be wholly owned by SAC rather than 

subject to the operational control of a non-Air Force agent. The Air 

Staff and SAC looked on photo readout as a rn.eans of providing early 

warning of Soviet weapons concentrations; few in either the project 

offices or the higher echelons of the Pentagon had realistic hopes that 

the achievable readout capabilities could provide that competence. 
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In any case, considerations stenuning from President Eisenhow~r's 

desire to keep satellite reconnaissance inconspicuous led the National 

Security Council to veto the assignment of operational photo-readout 

responsibilities. to the Strategic Air Command. 

The first E-1 flight failed in October 1960 because of an Agena 

malfunction arising in checkout errors during launch. The second, 

in January 1961, returned photography which demonstrated a best 

resolution capability of 100 feet from an altitude of about 260 nautical 

miles. The results were not sufficiently promising to alter plans 

to fly E-l only enough to prove out inflight film processing. trans-

rnitting and receiving units, and image reconstruction techniques. 

Less than two weeks after the second E-l launch, plans for additional 
1 

on-orbit tests were cancelled. 

Interest in E-2 was limited even thcugh that system promised 

considerably higher resolution than its im.rnediate predecessor. 

The fihn processing, data transmission, and ground equipment of 

E-2 were at best modestly improved over those of E-l. and in mid-

1961 all three subsystems were still experiencing serious development 

problems. Nevertheless, because most of the costs of a test launch 

had been incurred by that time, the first E-2 system was continued 

=rAP : I': (,;(: i 
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toward a test on orbit. When the launch atterrlpt on 9 Septerrlber 

1961 ended in a boo ster explosion, Greer and Charyk decided to cancel 

plans for a second trial and to discontinue the rerrlainder of the E-2 
2 

development program. 

Colonel King, project officer for the two early readout prograrrls, 

concluded on the evidence of the E-l flight returns and E-2 equiprrlent 

tests that the original filrrl readout approach was an uneconomical 

and technically defective solution to the earth reconnaissance problem. 

Speaking as the officer who had the longest and most direct experience 

with readout technology, he argued that there was no point whatever 

to an effort to transform dis appointing 1960-level technology into a 

photo-readout systerrl. An effective system, he maintained, required 

a capability for long orbital liie, heavy payloads. boosters able· to 

put them into orbit, and a ground- based readout capability considerably 

more effective than any then conceivable. He was convinced that 

except for reuse of tape, anything a readout system of the time could 

do a film recovery systerrl could do better. In considerable part. 

his distaste for filrrl readout arose in the fact that long on-orbit 

life irrlplied relatively high orbits which, if only because of the greater 

camera-to-subject distances involved, would insure that a film-
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recovery system able to produce ten-foot-ground resolution would 

be limited to lO-foot or worse resolutions at the altitudes needed 

for long-life readout mis sions. The data transmis sion and reception 

problem then seemed intractable; for practical purposes, the six-

megacycle transmission-reception system used in E-l and E-2 

needed six weeks to transmit to ground stations the quantity of imagery 

that a Corona-style system Cill ld gather and return in less than five 

days. He also observed that the electronic transmission of reconnais-

sance imagery was more vulnerable to political and physical inter-

ference than any variant of film recovery. "In summary, rr Colonel 

King wrote, If I don't favor diluting any of our [present] efforts [to 

develop a capable recovery system in order] to build a readout 

gadget. Despite the effort to get into readout and electrostatic 

tapes, etc .• I'd say it was a wasteful effort. Started now it would 
3 

chug along and we would cancel it later anyhow. If . King's sometimes 

frightening prescience was rarely in better form. 

Notwithstanding Kingls distaste for readout, SAFSP efforts to 

develop such a capability were not extinguished in the aftermath of 

E-I and E-2 cancellation. In general, the product of the next several 

years of research and equipment development was an improved bimat 

. ( ';. 
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process and better data transmission techniques than those first explored 

in the E-l and E -2. But through the period there were persistent and 

ultimately futile efforts to develop some alternative based on the use 

of electronic or electrostatic tape as a readout medium.. 

The electrostatic tape concept had gained early favor in the 

Advanced Research Project Agency in 1959, when that organization 

briefly controlled the Sentry-Samos program. It was sponsored 

chiefly by Lockheed, which assured various audiences in July 1959 

that such an approach would IIprovide the highest possible performance 

in the earliest time period at minimum cost, If a position that reflected 

both wild optimism about technology and ignorance of one of the few 

indisputable maxims of basic economics. Assuming the availability 

of a 12-megacycle bandwidth for data transmission, various advocacy 

groups argued that a system With four-foot resolution could be con-

structed with a readout time requirement of only about nine seconds 

per frame as compared to the five- to eight-minutes-per-frame trans

* 
rrdssion time needed for the electronic-scan technique used in the E-2. 

* A 12-megacycle capability could in theory reduce E-2 transmission-
reception times to about two or three minutes per frame--but no tech
nology was available in the early 1960s which included both bandwidth 
growth potential and feasible long-time-unattended operation. In any 
case, most data transmission time estimates based on laboratory experi
ments were uncertain by about one order of magnitude--generally in 
the direction of optimism. 
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The E-l/E-2 system was based on the bimat technique of ~ro-

cessing exposed film by pressing it against successive chemically 

impregnated web sections that carried the developing and fixing 

ingredients. The readout subsystem included a revolving drum. 

as sociated with .a line- scan lens system, a photo-multiplier tube, and 

a video amplifier. An electron beam that focussed on the phosphor-

coated inner surface of the revolving drum was transmitted through 

a scanning lens that in turn moved a s pot of light acros s the width 

of the processed film as the film moved through a readout gate. (The 

beam had the shape of a square wave, moving continuously top to 

bottom. and bottom. to top rather than returning to some fixed point 

for each scan operation.) That portion of the beam. that passed through 

the less dense parts of the negative entered another lens system. which 

. " 

relayed 75 percent of the transmitted light to a photom.ultiplier. the 

end result being the transformation of modulated light into electronic 

signals. Amplified, those analog signals were relayed by comm.uni-

cation-transmitter-to-ground stations. The limiting technology of 

1957 (when the system entered final design) was fundam.entally a 

factor of bandwidth (megacycles per second) and scanning beam 

characteristics. Without a reliable travelling wave tube or some 
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similar component that was unavailable in the 1950s, the usable 

bandwidth was but six megacycles per second. In practice, no more 

than one-tenth of an inch of low re solution, 70-millimeter film could 

be scanned every two seconds, or about one frame each minute. 

Data translation and transmission requirements added to the scan-

time requirement imposed the data-rate constraint: five minutes of 

camera operation at one frame per second required a minimum of 

180 minutes of transmission time. Higher film resolution or an 

expansion of gray-scale sensitivity imposed correspondingly longer 

scan tin:tes on the system. Because a single ground station had the 

transmitting signal within its listening cone for only eight minutes on 

each of five daily pass es of a satellite within station range, no more 

than 60 frames per day could be captured for reconstruction. That 

represented approximately one percent of the imagery that the cameras 

were capable of recording in a single day (disregarding film capacity 

limitations). In gross terms, the system was constrained to trans-

mitting the oLi: put of one minute of rela tivel y coarse photography to 
4 

each ground station each day. 

An electrostatic tape system of the sort proposed in 1959 and 

1960 used a multi-base tape containing a sensitive photo conductor 
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and insulator, the tape storing an image transmitted through the 

primary lens system. Readout required the electronic modulation 

o£ scanning electron beams, alnplification of the resulting video 

signal, and transmission of the modulated signal to a ground station. 

All other elements being equal (frame size, beamwidth, and frequency 

of passage over ground stations), the system was theoretically capable 

of transmitting equivalent imagery at equivalent ground resolution 

in about one- sixth the tixne of a fully effective E-l system. The 

tape was nominally reusable, which implied that an electrostatic tape 

system could in theory continue to function until disabled by wearout 

of components or exhaustion of on-board power supplies. Inpractice." 

exhaustion of stabilization gas was more likely to lim.it operating life, 
5 

given the continuing need for vehicle and camera stability on orbit. 

The originally proposed electrostatic tape system, theSamos 

E-3, was cancelled on Air Staff instructions when custody of Samos 

was restored to the Air Force late in 1959. The nominal reason was 

that no system which would require at least three years of additional 

development should be a candidate for funds. Work on the basic 

* In actuality, the Air Staff acted on grounds of technological 
mistrust and "not invented here I! reasoning. but economy was a 
conve!lient justifier. 
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tape concept continued, nonetheless, under the sponsorship of the 

Reconnais sanCe Laboratory at Wright Field. (That organization 

not only perforc:ned most of the work, but provided roughly 85 percent 

of the required funds, as useful commentary on the importance 

Greer l s people attributed to the activity.) Late in 1961 the laboratory 

urged an early operational test of a system based on an electrostatic 

tape process developed by RCA. Evaluation of the proposed system 

by SAFSP satellite specialists was less than encouraging: the RCA 

system promised to reduce the tim.e lag between exposure of a picture 

and its receipt by photo interpreters to 12 hours or less, but the 

probable low quality of the imagery, doubtful dur ability of the COm-

ponents, and high system costs made the system less attractive than 

several others then in development. Only in timeliness of returns 
6 

was the system competitive with the contemporary ~orona. 

':< In the 1950s and 19603, the laboratory complex at Dayton--
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base--had several formal titles: 
Wright Air Development Center, Wright Air Development Division, 
the Aeronautical Systems Division, and (for part of the total establish
ment) Air Force Research Division. In the interests of narrative 
continuity. the generic "Wright Field" will be used here, the formal 
titles beL-rtg of no conceivable interest to any but the pedants of 
bureaucracy. 
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The Cuban missile crisis of October 1962 revived interest 

In readout, partly because the superb performance of a television 

readout weather satellite (P-3S) developed Wlder Greer1s auspices 

greatly eased the task of monitoring Soviet activities during the 

period of greatest tension. Charyk, who had been intimately in-

volved in reconnaissance management during the crisis period, 

urged Greer to propose the development of a medium resolution 

* The periodic revival of interest in crISIS reconnaissance at 
intervals during the 1960s was clearly a byproduct of individual 
crises. Once anxiety died away, the transient pressure to develop 
or deploy some system capable of performing near-real-time reCOn
naissance of designated areas rapidly diminished. Characteristically,. 
the systems that could be made quickly and cheaply available. either 
for near-term use or for storage against some future need, tended 
to produce imagery with relatively little utility for crisis manage
ment. By the late 19605 there was general agreement that high
resolution-pointing systems were essential to crisis reconnaissance, 
and they were expensive. Early call down of one or more capsules 
of film usually satisfied fWldamental requirements, so Corona and 
Gambit, either singly or in combination tended to become the real 
performers of crisis reconnaissance. After JWle 1971. Hexagon 
supplanted both in that role. The demand fer a near-realr=--_t=i=m=-=e'-------___ -, 
bomb damage assessment system generally focussed onl 
I Ibecause of the I 

~------~====~--~~----~~--~ 
of such I Objections to the use of I I for either cnS1S 
management or post-strike bon~b damage assessment were varied. 
They have been noted in Chanter XVI of this history. Resolution 
limitations made I f unattractive for crisis
management reconnais sance. 
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system that could be used for real-time readout. Greer. with 

private misgivings, authorized a careful study of capabilities and 

needs. His own calculations had convinced him that ten ground 

stations supporting two satellites continually in orbit would be 

needed to provide information equivalent to that produced by one three-

day Corona mission. He also pointed out that critical information requested by , 

senior U.S., officials would ordinarily take five days to deliver regardless 

of whether a film-recovery system or a readout satellite were tasked 

with the requirement. Cloud cover affected them equally. The 

operating costs promised to be from three to ten times as great for 

readout. Of course, there were circumstances in which quick receipt' 

of inior:rnation might justify the cost, but in Greer1s view readout 

capability alone provided no real guarantee of quick information re-
7 

trieval. 

By late 1962, three of the four most promising approaches 

pursued during the previous two years had been abandoned as hopeless .. 

The RCA photo conductive tape system survived. Those dropped 

included a thermoplastic tape system invented by General Electric, 

a modified Xerox-tape process sponsored by Chance-Vought Corporation, 

and a Westinghouse-developed photoemissive tape system. The RCA 

t "-i.' 

\\\") '-. 
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tape seemed to promise much greater sensitivity than film (eventual 

exposure indices of better than E. 1. 150 as compared to contemporary 

fiL.""U sensitivities averaging E. I. 3.0), was reusable. and in concept 

could be quickly adapted to existing satellite optical systems. Utility 

for the sort of crisis capability Charyk envisaged depended on the 

availability of 20- to 80-megacycle-per-second data links--which 

also \vere alleged to be lfavailable" even though they had been tested 

onl y in a laboratory environment. 

In practice, even in a highly favorable laboratory setting, the 

RCA system did not perform as its developers had promised. Tests 

completed in March 1963 were wholly disappointing. Resolution, 

represented to be better than 40 lines per millimeter, proved to be 

about 18; film sensitivity equivalance was no better than E.L 1. 0; 

and the signal-to-noise ratio of the tape-stored data was significantly 

poorer than RCA had postulated. Further, although it seemed possible 

to use the tape for surveillance operations requiring only relatively 

poor resolution, RCA's development team had done little to solve major 

problems of tape transport, had no real appreciation of the reconnais-

sance problem, and had given no meaningful consideration to compati-

bility of the electrostatic tape sy stem with a satellite environment. 

\..:~ 
\\r.~\\ 
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In the judgement of SAFSP reviewers. the proposed application 1;l.ad 

no operational promise for the near future, which effectively made it 

incompatible with the needs Charyk had defined in November 1962.8 

In mid-1963, after eight years of system-focused effort and five 

years of preliminary development, no readout system even marginally 

capable of satisfying the need for either crisis reconnaissance or for 

long-term unattended surveillance operations was available or pro-

mised to be available in the near future. The bimat film system 

developed and te sted in the E-l still repre s ented the only feasible 

approach to a photo-readout satellite and it was handicapped by data 

scan and data transmission rate limitations. Some of the resolution 

shortcomings of the original E-l might conceivably be overcome by· 

ada.pting a bimat system to one of the newer optical systems and a 

wide-band transmission link, but that too would require diligent effort",.} 

None of the several proposed electrostatic or electronic sensor systerns 

could satisfy basic requirements for reconnaissance. On the other 

hand, the failings of various approaches were reasonably well under-

stood and it was entirely conceivable that modest advances in tech-

nology would permit a system to be constructed that would provide 

sufficient in the way of resolution and frequency of coverage to satisfy 

TOP 
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the ill-defined requirement for a crisis reconnaissance capability. 

Alternatively, one or a series of major advances in technology could 

make of SOme new readout concept a reasonable prospect for system 

development. 

The Purcell Panel which in the summer of 1963 evaluated the 

probable requirements for reconnaissance capabilities of various 

kinds essentially confirmed the judgement of General Greer1s people, 

concluding that there were It ••• no evident opportunities in readout 

systems which ought to affect rnaj or plans for further development. If 

Considering current and acces sible capabilities, the panel concluded 

that film recovery was an entirely adequate mode of operating satellite 

reconnaissance, for the moment at least. 9 

Notwithstanding the conjunction of a technological impasse 

with the lack of a· compelling requirement for readout. the sheer 

momentuxn of progress in satellite reconnaissance kept that option 

alive. The succe:::>s of Gambit seemed assured by July 1963. the 

month in which the Purcell Panel depreciated readout technology and 

recommended emphasizing creation of a !Yvery high resolution!! 

system. Within the next 10 months there developed a series of pro-

nosals to introduce an ftadvanced Gambittr which would at once ex-
.L 
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ploit the unexpectedly great precision of the Gambit camera pointing 

system and provide for orbiting an optical system with greater mag-

nification potential. The combination was both attractive and tech-

nically feasible. It almost surely would require the provision of a 

more powerful booster for the larger and heavier payload, however. 

At the sa.rne time, the persistent efforts to provide improved power 

sources for reconnaissance satellites began to pay dividends: long-

time-on-orbit capability appeared in the multiple-capsule Corona .. J 

and in the fonn of extended single-capsule missions was incorporated 

into Gambit. 

Although the development of a multiple-capsule recovery system 

somewhat weakened the arguments for creating a readout system, 

extended-lue capability had the secondary effect of enhancing the 

theoretical feasibility of readout missions. Payload growth required 

larger boosters and mission extension required long-term power 

sources, both essentials of a useful readout system. The decision to 

develop what became Gambit- 3 had a similar element of serendipity: 

a readout system served by precisely-aimed high resolution optics 

could conceivably overcome some of the earlier objecticn s to readout 

as a concept. 
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Late in 1964, the United States learned that the Soviet Union 

was operating a readout reconnaissance system with about 75-foo1: 

resolutfon capability. 10 The transmission of moon pictures from 

Sbviet flyby satellites resolved any doubts about either capability or 

capacity. That .development, continuing general interest in developing 

a readout capability for some future application. and the emergence 

~ of Iaser'fe'chnology 'c·orribined to producethe'fi'rst attractive applica':" 

tion of advance in basic readout technology in several years. 

In the summer of 1965, Brigadier General John L. Martin. 

Jr •• General Greer I s successor. as Director of Special Projects 

'1DireCior, Program A), sponsored what was briefly called lithe 

Gambit Readout Experiment". For practical purposes, the goal was 

to test in orbital operation a combination of readout devices and 

Gambit optics, using the fundamentals of the Gambit system for all 

essential functions. Martin postulated a flight trial within two years 

of the start of intensive development. The object was to be transmitted 

imagery at a resolution of four feet or better, covering a "useful 

number of targets per daylr. Recalling the generally sour outcome of 

earlier readout investments, Martin proposed to conduct the experi-

rnent in discrete phases so that it could be cancelled without severe 

rep SECRET 
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financial penalties at any time that results did not warrant its con-

. 11 tlnuance. 

Neither an experiment in the fashion of Quill nor a formal system 

development program resulted, perhaps because Martin's proposal 

"vas ill timed, * but two efforts to develop applicable technology were 

funded, one conducted by Bell Telephone Laboratories, and the other 

by CBS Laboratories. 

Although enthusiasm for the new technology development pro-

gram was l:i.rnited mostly to participants, the general requirement 

for readout gained some additional adherents during the first year of 

component development. In January 1966, the COMOR {Committee 

on Overhead Reconnaissance of the United States Intelligence Board--

USIB} again evaluated the need for quick response satellite imagery, 

concluding that the development of a readout mode for Gambit would 

be a worthwhile investment. COMOR essentially endorsed the pre-

liminary development of a capability for near-real-time readout 

>l~ In August 1965, McMillan was in the process of handing over 
his N"RO post to Dr. Alexander Flax, a new NRO charter was in pre
paration, and senior NRO and CIA reconnaissance officials were all 
but totally preoccupied with the technical and institutional questions 
arising in the choice and approval of a new search-surveillance 
system--which subsequently became Hexagon. 
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supp0rted by adequate data links and ground interpretation centers, 

but did not call for full system development. 12 That conservative 

* 
approach was further endor sed by the NRP J S Executive Committee 

in August 1966; the committee approved the NRO's action in extending 

support of the CBS and BTL work at least through January 1967. 

concluding that applying technology of the sort then being investigated 

to the Garnbit-3 represented the only realistic prospect for early 

attainment of a useful readout capability. How useful it might be 

could only be judged in terms of national reconnaissance requirements, 

and that was a matter for USIB determination. 13 

Additional support carne frorn the Defense Intelligence Agency, 

which saw readout at reasonably high resolutions as a l!unique and 

valuable" means of augrnenting Elint data on "special events of great 

interest to the scientiiic or technical areas. '.'14 But by late November 

1966 the USIB had decided that little immediate urgency attached 

to the development of a readout systern applicable to Gambit-3 and 

in conformance to USIB wishes Dr. Flax ordered a halt to the 

component development program. USIB had again concluded that 

crisis reconnais Sallce was not an urgent requirement. 1£ readout 

development were to be continued, UsrB decided, it should be 

Hereafter, "ExCom. II 
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oriented toward a survivable system 'with application to either the 

surveillance or the search mission. 

In the view of Colonel Lew Allen, who was directing the tech-

nology effo rts at SAFSP, the only readout technology with potential 

relevance to USIB-validated requirements was an electro-optical 

development sponsored by CBS Laboratories. Allen believed that it 

could have application to the !llong life routine surveillance tt rnis sion. 

He estirnated that a laboratory model demonstrating systern capabilities 

could be constructed at a cost of about ~I --__ ---ll but cautioned that 

extended development of the technology after a. laboratory demonstration 

had been conducted rnight well cost from~I __________ ~lannually.l5 

USIB I S refusal to sponsor developrnent of a Gambit- 3 readout 

systeIn affected system- directed effort and not the creation of new 

technological capabilities. Nor was the decision wholly abortive in 

effect because, in fact, the film readout work Allen's group had 

sponsored through 1966 had been essentially successful. For all prac-

tical purposes, by January 1967 a birnat technique of film readout 

based on laser scan of exposed film and wide-band data link transmis-

sion of imagery had been carried to the point at vb ich- -in the judgement 

of Allen!s group--it could have been directly applied to Gambit-3 
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without rnuch additional investment in research and development. 

Appreciating that circumstance, General Martin saw no benefit to 

further supporting exploratory development of the laser-scan film 

readout system. Should a requirement for its application later emergB. 

he believed, transition to system status would be relatively painless 

and not overly exp~nsive. lv1artin opposed a suggestion that his 

organization accept responsibility for adapting the laser-scan system 

to aircraft applications, urging personnel shortages, lack of airc:raft 

expertise, and the press of other urgent work. 16 But the film-scan 

technique Colonel Allen's group developed was subsequently adapted 

to the ground elements of the LI ___ --------"I photographic transmission 

system that served Arne rican forces in Southeast Asia, in which 

role it operated almost flawles sly. 

Although the Six Day War of 1967 stimulated new concern about 

crisis reconnaissance capabilities, the conflict was too brief and too 

limited to influence technology or reconnaissance requirements. In 

the aftermath of that conflict the USIB asked the NRO to look into the 

feasibility and cost of a collection system applicable to IIWarning/Indi-

cations Needs"--which suggested concern for the issue but no great 

urgency. 
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In the view of COMlREX, II ••• our requirements should be 

interpreted as calling for a flexible system that can carry out the 

warning/indications role and at the same time possess a capability 

to assist in satisfying routine, current intelligence, and special 

reconnaissance tasks. {( That implied resolution at about the 2. 5-foot 

level, ability to do daily sampling of selected target categories: and an 

ability to transmit results to ground stations within an hour after 

passing over a target. Such a warning-indications system would have 

to be operated continually and in conjunction with constantly ready 

interpretation and analysis facilities. Otherwise, C01vllREX argued. 

the considerable cost and difficulty of developing such a system would 

not be warranted. CO:MIREX also concluded that deterIT'..ining the 

feasibility of performing a "warning/indications tl mission and asses-

sing cost and scheduling implications was a task for the NRO.17 

To those conversant "'Wi th the state-of-the-art it was obvious 

that the only readout technology immediately applicable to the COMIREX-

defined requirement was that recently developed for adaptation to 

Gambit-3 system. 18 A formal finding of that conclusion was long 

in coming, however, and while the NRO was again evaluating the 

potential of various approaches to readout other USIB participants 
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encouraged activity elsewhere. Probably at the prompting of Richard 

H elms. Director of Central Intelligence and chairman of the liSIB, 

One of the !lother interested groups!! that began to look into readout 

capabilities was the Land Panel. Perhaps predictably, the Land 

Panel IS as sessment of the state of readout technology provided the 

eventual impulse for what became the first full scale readout system 

development since 1960. 

In October 1968 the Land Panel completed its initial review of 

technology for near-real-time readout. (The formal NRO report 

was not ready until March 1969.) Reporting to Dr. D. F. Hornig, 

President Johnson ' s Science Advisor, Dr. Edwin H. Land said flatly 

that It ••• the necessary technology for a 'see it now' system has 

becom.e available. tr Land held that system. developm.ent could start 

in 1969. 

The existent capabilities that m.ade development success tla 

realistic expectation", Land said, were three: satellite system.s that 

could operate reliably for a year or m.ore in space; the feasibility 

of sending f!great quantities lt of inform.ation rapidly from satellite to 

ground stations and by satellite-to-satellite relay; and the em.erging 

m.aturity of electro-optical-im.aging (EOr) technology, said to be 
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entering the stage of feasible application to an operational syste~. 

Land was not particularly interested in film readout. being 

convinc ed of the need for very long lifetime applications. (Film 

exhaustion was by 1968 the mos t significant limitation on the life of 

a film-readout system.) In the view of the Land Panel, three tech-

nologies were conceivably applicable to a readout requirement: 

reusable electrostatic tape storage with electron beam scan (being 

developed by CBS Laboratories under SAFSP sponsorship); a return-

beam vidicon development (earlier funded by the CIA but then in 

abeyance); and the EOI--a line array of solid state sensors arranged 

in the image plane of the optical system (a CIA-sponsored program 

conducted chiefly by '---I ____________ ~--------~ 

'-----______ 1. All, Land said, had promise and all deserved funding 

through a point of decision and choice late in 1969. 

ilWe are especially attracted to the solid state array, If Land 

explauled. because it had no moving parts and no electron optics. 

However, the panel suggested that the vidicon approach should be 

carried quickly through that stage of exploratory development in which 

a transducer would be developed and demonstrated--a process that 

might take only a year. 

TOP (OrCDET "J[ . i\. 
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Current studies, Land said, had lost sight of the ultimate $oal: 

Ires S entiall y instantaneous information from an always available 

,J,. 

s ens or. 11.... Evidence of that failing, he argued, could be found in 

commitments to communication links II ••• of limited capacity" 

although trcurrent technology will support a system of sufficient 

band\vidth to handle all the information as it is produced.!! He 

acknowledged the need for devoting additional attention to ground 

processing problems and to computer shortcomings, but contended. 

teat "the potential value of such a system is so great that all appli-

cable technologies, component development a,'1.d systems studies 

should be funded concurrently and at a level adequate to allow system. 

definition about a year from now~-if necessary, at the expense of 

som.e current operating capability_ n
19 

Land was no nnnor bureaucrat. He was a widely respected 

scientist who had advised three Presidents and whose influence had 

much to do with the original Corona program, the creation of a stereo 

capability for Corona, and the development of a higher re solution 

* Italic s in original 
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optical system for Gambit-3. The Land memorandum of Octobe;t" 1968 

was potentially as significant as the Schriever decision, eleven years 

earlier, that invoked CIA support for the development of an interim 

satellite reconnaissance vehicle. Schriever's 1957 action led to Corona 

and i:::1 time to a generation of reconnais sance satellites radically 

different from those anticipated by the existing R&D establishment. 

The 1968 Land memorandum ultimately led to a national commitment 

to radically new reconnaissance technology which, if successful 

in application, would surely dominate the next decade of satellite 

reconnaissance. 

There were objections to the course Land and his committee 

favored, and for two years the final outcome was in doubt. Vlhen 

the issue of readout first carne up for renewed discussion during an 

ExCom meeting in November 1968, Dr. Flax pointed out that flif it 

were deemed imperative to go for expedited development of a readout 

system at this time it would have to be film readout." Hornig res-

ponded, mildly, that the Land Panel would probably recommend al-

ternative technologies and priorities for their support at its next 

meeting. The ExCom took no position on preferable approaches but 

approved the expenditure ofLI _______ 1 for research and development 

~\OuG\-\ URj\f\ 
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in readout, providing that efforts could be redirected as changing cir-

cumstances seemed to warrant. 20 The sum involved represented a 

ten-fold increas e over the previous year's expenditures on readout 

and the largest single-year commitment to readout since the cancella-

tion of the Samos E-2 in 1961. 

Although Dr. Land's espousal of EOr as a preferred readout 

technology marked a watershed in the evolution of that concept, it 

was not the s ole contributor to the turnabout that followed. The 

USIB-COMIREX expression of interest in readout applications in 

early 1968 had stimulated the Land Panel report, but it also stimu-

lated a delayed reaction from the NRO. In March 1969, Dr. Flax 

urged a cautious approach to adoption of the EOI technology; the CIA 

promptly took an opposing position. urging rapid progress. P.~though 

the principals and details were new, in some respects the issue was 

that which had last surfaced as the S-2/Fulcrum/Hexagon controversy: 

incrementalism versus concurrency. 

Flax pointed out that only one readout system had been developed 

and demonstrated but that several promising approaches were available 

I1which may offer potentially more effective and, in the long term, more 

economic[alJ systems if full-scale development is· initiated one or more 
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years from now." He cautioned, however, that becaus e they were 

in various stages of research and development it would be very di£fi-

cult to predict the cost, effectiveness, or availability of any single 

system. Flax concluded that If ••• only the laser-scan film readout 

system, previou.sly carried by the NRO to engineering model demon-

stration of integrated operation of all components on the ground, 

offers a suiiicient degree of confidence to warrant proceeding with 

development of an operational system at this time. II Reliability and 

wearout limitations of various components were the greatest problems 

of development. Becaus e of that and related factors, Flax urged, 

If ••• it does not seem advisable to initiate a full-scale development 

of a laser-scan system at this time. n Development and six missions 

of a near-real-time~readout system would cost from I~ _______ ----" 

I Flax noted, with laser-scan representing the lowest 
~------

cost approach. The limitation on laser-scan readout, he said, was 

film capacity. which suggested that a reusable storage system would 

be more attractive. He estimated that from three to five years would 

be needed to carry a laser scan system to first flight, that four to 

five years would be needed to develop a vidicon scan system, and that 

the development of an EO! system would take four to five years after 
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a demonstration of solid-state-array and transducer feasibility l;tad 

been completed--which probably would not be possible until mid-1970. 

Flax held that the critical component of any proposed readout 

system would be the transducer element of the sensor--ff ••• the 

device which converts light coming through the optical system either 

directly or via a recording medium into electrical signals for trans-

mission. ff The problem with solid-state sensor technology, he 

suggested, was that for a given frame size and resolution the focal 

length of the system was determined by the minimum spacing of the 

individual sensor elements that could be provided. Given then-

current assumptions about spacing at intervals of~I _________ ~ 

'-------------~=.,____JI as for other systems were required to produce 

equivalent resolutions from similar flight altitudes. (Focal length 

had to be about,---I _____ --1 and an aperture of at least I'---.-~~Iwas 

needed to provide sufficient illumination intensity.) An array large 

enough to scan the entire frame ...... "as needed also, which implied con-

siderably larger sensor areas than were proposed in current designs 

(which contained from I'-----______ ~Ielements). 21 
" ~ IU+ < 

John S. Crowley>" the senior CIA official directly concerned with 

satellite reconnaissance technology, disagreed with several of Flax's 
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points. He suggested that the data Fl~'{ had used contained various 

technical err ors. some of which had prompted Ifgros sly misleading 

r', ,I 

conclusions. II He took particular exception to the)NRO 'appraisal of 

the return-bea..."U vidicon and solid-state-array systems and the 

l!as sociated systems implications of these transducers ". Crowley 

argued that solid-state arrays were at least as good as the CBS die-

lectric tape camera. He suggested that the NRO report Flax had 

forwarded was unfairly negative ffin regard to the desirability of the 

solid state array transducers, tl and that flthese rather unenthusiastic 

judgements II required correction. In particular, Crowley said. the 

NRO had overstated the cost of developing the Ear system byl"-----~~ 

'-----_______ ~Iand comparably understated the cost of developing 

the laser-scan system. Finally, he added, ffthis office [the CIA's 

Directorate of Science and Technology] has come to the conclusion that 

a one-year life silver halide system [e.g.: a film readout system] 

should not be seriously considered in the context of the Electro-

22 Optical Imaging Program. !f When translated from bureaucratise, 

his contention was that EOI and film readout could not fairly be com-

pared, that no trade-off analysis of the two would be accepted. 

Nevertheless, the two systems did become directly competit~ve 
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with one another and by 1969 had acquired system names. EOr was 

called Zaman and the laser-scan bimat system Frog (for Film Readout 

Gambit). And in the interval between the earlier statement of 

USIB/COMIREX requirements (January 1968) and the emergence of a 

contest between Zaman and Frog, a variety of nominally unrelated 

events had influenced consideration of the readout issue. For the 

most part, they stemmed directly or indirectly from the election 

of Richard M. Nbwn as President in the fall of 1968. His inaugural 

in January 1969 brought on a comprehensive overhaul of budgets 

and priorities in the satellite reconnaissance arena. 

At their onset, the budget and priorities questions were not 

obviously relevant to the if. when, and what of readout. The USIB 

requirement was vague; with the exception of Dr. Land's hearty 

endorsement of Eor there was little optimism about or enthusiasm 

for the prospects of any currently conceivable system. One reason 

was that several expensive and potentially valuable non-readout 

systems and proposed systems had acquired powerful constituencies. 

Included in the list of candidates for major funding support over the 

next several years were the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (~!OL) and 

its Dorian surveillance camera, Hexagon, and a very-high-resolution 

t\C\ 
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uILrn.anned system (which conceivably could be a totally new syst~m. 

a modification of Gambit, or a combination of Ganlbit. Hexagon. and 

Dorian elements which, in one version, was briefly known as Hexador). 

Readout, with a potential five-year cost ranging upwards from ,-I _~ 

'-----___ ---"Ito more thanLI ______ ~ seemed in early 1969 to be a 

somewhat less urgent requirement than very high resolution. 

The first major realignment of satellite reconnaissance programs 

undertaken by the Nixon administration resulted in the cancellation 

of the MOL-Dorian program. That action may have been influenced 

by Dr. LandIs argument that a readout system could be developed and 

put into operation within four or five years, but the immediate issue 

was <whether MOL-Dorian or Hexagon should be cancelled because 

the budget targets adopted by the new administration could not aCCOm-

modate both. But the MOL cancellation freed about LI ______ lfor 

investment in advanced technology--and the successor issue became 

one of deciding whether very high resolution or readout should have 

priority. In a memorandum to the President in May 1969. immediately 
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before the MOL-Hexagon decision was finally taken. >:< Land had urged 

ca.."'1.celling MOL and COl tinuing development of a very high resolu-

tion Camera that exploited Dorian advances. but concentrating most 

reconnaissance R&D effort on the development of a near-real-time 

readout reconnaissance system. Explicitly, Dr. Land urged the 

President to direct the NRO to start the "highest priorityrl develop-

ment of a "simple, long-life imaging satellite, using an array of 

photosensitive elements to convert the image to electrical signals 

for iro..1llediate transmission. ,,23 

In the inunediate wake of MOL cancellation, Dr. Land asked 

Richard L. Garwin, one of the nation1s foremost reconnaissance 

specialists, to oversee a review of the current status of solid-state 

sensor development. Garwin's findings confirmed earlier Land 

Panel views; " .•• the solid-state technology is a viable approach 

and .•• there is a high probability that a system commitment and 

* President Nixon initially ruled in February 1969 against con-
tinuing Hexagon and in favor of MOL, but several of his principal 
advisors urged reversal of that decision and on second thought the 
President permitted both programs to continue through May 1969 
while the consequences of the decision were appraised in greater 
detail. The events of that period are discussed in Volume I, 
Chapterill (Corona) and Volume IIIB,Chapter XV (Hexagon). 
President NL"{on apparently solicited Dr. Land's views. 
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choice of detailed approach could be made by December 1969 or by 

March 1970 at the latest. II Garwin reported to Land that CBS had 

demonstrated a resolution capability of 280 lines per millimeter in 

the input stage of the CBS electronic camera, * which made that com-

ponent a promising candidate for use as an image intensifier for the 

solid-state array. Both LI ____________ lappeared to be making 

IIgood progres s II in developing photo sensor and re adout system elements. 

Garwin concluded that lithe availability of the image intensifier of demon-

strated performance removes all my doubts as to the achievability 

of the al1-passive solid-state approach. 11 (Garwin also concluded 

that the CBS electronic camera was too complex to qualify for opera-

tional use. )25 

* In an attempt to demonstrate the capability of the CBS tape 
camera in November 1967, the contractor became involved in what 
the SAFSP sponsors characterized as !fa debacle. II The camera 
refused to work, a circumstance the review group attributed to 
faults distributed evenly through the readout section. the drum 
drive, the imaging section, the erase gun, and various elements 
of component technology. 24 
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Frog vs EOl 

Although Dr. Land was convinced that near-real-time-readout 

was an urgent national requirement--and that electro"",optical imaging 

was the most effective technique for satisfying that requirement--

official support for his views was slow to develop. In May 1969 

following discus sions with Land, David Packard (Deputy Secretary 

of Defense) advised Dr. Lee A. DuBridge {Science Advisor to the 

President}, Dr. John L. McLucas (successor to Dr. Flax as Director, 

National Reconnaissance Office, and Undersecretary of the Air Force). 

and Helms, the three officials most immediately responsible for 

reconnaissance system selection, that the Executive Committee for 

the National Reconnaissance Program should devote very serious 

attention to the issues raised by Landis espousal of readout system 

development. Packard proposed that Herbert BeIljiington (a senior 
j 

r~< l,;: )crJi 

f;)\l,J1J{"'" 

iJc( 'H~, 

,.." 
b!. f<' ,(~., '" 

. (. . r\il.. ", •• -t, (.;.~ 

member of the Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) 

Packard, DuBridge, and McLucas were, of course, the Nixon \. 
Administration appointees to posts earlier held, under the Johnson 
Adrninistration, by Vance, Hornig, and Flax respectively--although 
Flax had operated as Director, National Reconnaissance Office, 
from the official position of Assistant Secretary of the Air Force, 
Research and Development. Helms stayed on as Director, Central 
Intelligence, and Director of the Central Intelligence Agency until 
replaced by Dr. James R. Schlesinger in 1973. 

lOP 
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particularly experienced in reconnaissance matters) "lead" a st~dy 

team that would report to the ExCom on four dominant issues: (1) 

the value of near-real-time-readout for indication-warning, crisis, 

and day-to-day intelligence activities; (2) the relative merits of alter-

native approac~es (in terms of area coverage, resolution, and frequency 

of coverage); (3) the status of technology and its effect on the prospects 

of various alternatives; and (4) the value and cost of alternative readout--

systems and the effect of their use on the Ifmix" of satellite photography 

systems. In the meantime before the next scheduled ExCom meeting, . 

Packard added~I _____ ---.Jlin fiscal 1969 funds to the CIAfs technology 

program to support continued work on technology studies of readout 
26 

systems. 

Colonel Lew Allen. then Director of the NRO staff, advised 

McLucas about two weeks later that Helms, the chairmaila1:1cf mos~'tt:·:~~ 
~ ----- " ( ... ~L.h"~~ 1<, 

~\.J"~L .. X·-~ 
influential member of the ExCom, had concluded that more research 

and development was the immediate need of the readout program. 

Allen considered that view "substantially more conservative and con- ~ 

structiye than Dr. Land's.!I Helms felt that for the moment. pending 

a more credible definition of capability and availability, neither the 

Bennington group nor the NRO-~IA establishment should attempt -------.\ y--

Tep 
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cost or performance comparisons of competing systems. Allen found 

Helms f Vlews '!extremely reassuring" to those who, like himself, 

had feared that Dr. Land's views had won substantial CIA and DoD 

27 
support. 

Apart from the Gambit film readout system (Frog) and the Land-

favored electro-optical imaging system (EOl), one other near-real-

time-readout system had attractions, though almost entirely for crisis 

reconnaissance. It acquired the nameLI ____ -----"f As described to 

the Ben~gton Committee in June 1969, it would consist of aLI __ 

The concept had evolved by way ofLI_---~ 

~I ____________________ -------~I unfunded 

studies that utilized the findings of earlier work performed bY~1 ___ _ 

'--_________ ----------~t a cost (to the NRO) of 
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evaluated and seemed feasible. I 
~----------------------------~ 

~ ________ ~I King, now a .brigadier general and director of 

the West Coast element of the NRO, said flatly that if i:m:mediate 

.. readout capability were wanted, a film system was the only feasible 

approach. If, however, the requirement were less than urgent, 

one of the electronic readout methods could possibly be adapted. 

'-----___________ Iprocessing probably would cost somewhat 

more than I Iper operational unit in lots of ten or more. 
~----~ 

Kingls people estim.ated that research. development, and an orbital 

demonstration would probably cost from I'-..---~ _____ ---l The 

attraction of the system lay not only in its relative cheapness as 

compared to EOr and Frog, but in the proposed operating mode. 

~ f- At operating altitudes 

its resolution would be about that of Corona. In some respects, 
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'-___ ---"f represented an application to photographic reconnaissance 

techniques of approaches developed and tested in the Earpop Elint 

satellite programs during the previous decade and in the P-35 weather 

satellite. 

The CBS tape camera, still in a research and development 

stage, remained a poor prospect for near-term operation. His staff 

had told King some months earlier that the camera as then designed 

would not work. The readout section, the drum drive. the imaging 

section, and the prime erase gun were primary culprits, although 

the component program was also deficient. Nearly / /had 
~-------' , 

been invested in the approach (through August 1969), but the resulting 
28 

equipment had to be categorized as Ifin bad shape." 

Although a report to the ExCom from Bennington's study group 
w?.~ ,.t(, iI,.. ... , ~ I,{..o..... r .. ..,-«·.· rnS-..,? It I ,~ 

had been anticipated by July~- the more urgent issues generated by t::-'"·:i. ..... 
-~,.. L~. ('kJ::. 

Strategic Arm.s Limitations Treaty (SALT) negotiations dominated ~. t .d, . 

the agenda when the ExCom next met on 7 August. Fundamentally, 

although the United States proposed to verify Soviet compliance with 

the term.s .0£ any treaty primarily through satellite reconnaissance, 

the quality and quantity of required coverage had not yet been specified. 

Indeed, whether continual coverage or periodic coverage at very high 

c.rrf(Er 
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resoLltions should be the primary goal remained uncertain. Given 

the inevitability of a tight NRO budget, Dr. McLucas bluntly asked 

the ExCom to decide whether the ongoing high-resolution work {based 

on Dorian, the covert aspect of the cancelled MOL program} should 

or should not be reduced in scope and more funds invested in the 

development of a r~al-time-readout system. Lacking any systematic 

understanding of the position the United States might take in the talks, 

the committee was unable to decide which might become the more 

important verifier, detail (high resolution) or timeliness and compre-

hensivenes s of coverage (readout). 

Still lacking such information, the ExCom reconvened one day 

later-f8 August 1969) ,to take up budget issues. Dr. MeLue-as set the 

stage by as serting that the fiscal 1970 NRO budget was so tight that 

it would not accommodate any new programs. If readout were to be 

approved for near term development, funds would have to be directed 

from the "un..rnanned" high-resolution satellite. The decision on whether 

to proceed, and with what, was scheduled for resolution at yet another 
29 

ExCom meeting to be held one week later. 

By 15 August the NRO position had become firm. McLucas 

proposed sponsoring a technology-advance program for two years 

TOP 
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and avoiding the selection of a system. until the technological uncer-

tainties had been resolved. Dr. John Foster, holdover Director of 

Defense Research and Engineering. felt that high resolution was a 

m.ore im.portant requirem.ent but in the ensuing discus sion accepted 

the prem.is e that a very-high-resolution version of Garn.bit would 

satisfy needs about as well as a.Hexador satellite .. (Hexador was. 

essentially, a proposed com.bination of refined Dorian optics with 

a Hexagon vehicle, the com.bination prom.ising Dorian-scale resolu-

Hons from. existing satellite vehicles. ) 

In the course of the 15 August m.eeting three different viewpoints 

surfaced. McLucas and the NRO staff favored a technology develop-

ment program. and a delay in any choice of readout approaches until 

technology was well in hand. The CIA position. expressed by Carl 

~. \. k..<,:.. .r1~. 
Duckett, the Agency's Deputy Director for Science and Technology, 1\ 

was that it was essential to start a readout system program. by 

January 1970 and that substantial funds should be corn.rn.itted to system. 

definition work immediatel y. H elm.s backed him. up, contending that 

real-time-readout was an urgent national requirement. 

After listening to the various argum.ents, Packard ruled in 

favor of a m.ore rapid technology analysis program. than McLucas had 

:rop SECRET 
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favored. a start on system definition work, and the establishment of 

a special task force to report to the ExCom on the status of film 

readout, electro-optical imaging, and tape storage systems. {General 

Kingls West Coast group--SAFSP--was pessimistic about the prospects 

of the tape camera system, but Dr. Foster suggested that it should 

be kept in development because although it might take longer to 
,(' . 

develop than ~lCi, it might ultimately prove cheaper to operate and 

/ f~ * 
in any case, would require less advanced optics than the EIO system.) 

30 
In the end, Packard's compromise suggesticm carried the day. 

D'tlBridge-,'ad.thoughpresent auda. participant in the discussion. 

made little use of-argurrrents forwarded to hirn three days earlier by 

A minor, but not inconsiderable element in the high-resolution 
versus readout issue was the fate of the Eastman Kodak development 
group which had, until MOL was cancelled, been occupied with the '. 
development of the Dorian system. EK, with one of the three established 
photo-s atellite-development capabilities in the country, had little 
to do by 1969 except work on high-resolution techn11oav. The firmts 
continuance required support expenditures of about _ la 
month. Some part of that amount could be turned to the advantage 
of readout development. but if high-resolution work were largely 
discontinued much of EK! s native capability would be diminished. 
The CIA was less concerned about that prospect than were SAFSP 
and the NRO staff; Perkin-Elmer and Itek had for a decade been the 
principal sourceS of CIA-sponsored photo-reconnaissance systems 
while most of the SAFSP-sponsored systems had been developed by 
Eastman Kodak. 
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Dr. Land. Conceding that high resolution was important, Land 

nevertheles s maintained that an impr oved Gambit probably would 

satisfy national needs and that an EOI system was so attractive that 

system studies should begin at once. At that point, Dr. Land's panel 

was convinced that fl ••• the electro-optical design is of such 

conslli"Umate simplicity, is so free from moving members. that there 

seems to be no point in waiting for an examination. " The panel. 

Land said, was convinced that the state of technology was such as 
31 

to make EOlan immediately obtainable capability. 

However attractive it seemed to the Land Panel and to the satellite 

reconnaissance group in th~ CIA, EOr did not impress aU reputable" 

evaluators as a system flof .•.•. consummate simplicity" or one that was 

:::< 

DuBridge did not have to cite LandIs arguments. For practical 
purposes. Packard's Ifcompromise" accepted n:o st of them without 
defining them explicitly. 

Land explained the llsimplicity" statement in these terms: 
llA mirror fixed at one end of a cylinder, vvith the cylinder pointing 
only towards earth. the image on a rigid solid. compact array. fixed 
in the focal plane--these add together to a breathtaking simplicity, 
solidity, and reliabilityfl when compared to systems including mechanisms 
providing for heat stabilization, film transport, mirror vibration, 
corona discharge, and l!hundreds of similar incidental yet vital 
problems. " 
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l!inunediately obtainable. II A special group headed by Gardner Tucker. 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis) and Dr. Eugene 

Fubini, one of the most respected of senior advisors to the Secretary 

of Defense, had quite another view. In their opinion. electro-optical 

imaging represented very difficult technology characterized by needs 
. / 

for very large optics, a large and complex ground station complement. 

very-"vid~-bandwidth data relay equipment for which components 

still were unproven, and an integrating skill that would tax available 

resources. The Tucker-Fubini committee noted that al~ ___ ~ 

Iwere 
~------------------------------~ 

basic requirements for the EOl system proposed by Land~ and that 

the data link requirement encompassedLI _____________ _ 

'-----_________________ ~IWhiCh effectively demanded the 

provision of wholly new transmitters, antennas. and specialized 

components that had to be classified as "beyond the state-of-the-art. II 

Tucker told Packard that in his judgement EO! was too difficult to 

attempt as yet, that instead of approving a system start, the NRO 

should invest additionally in research and technology improvement. 

If irn.."!lediate or near-term results were wanted, fibn readout was 
32 

the only feasible route. 
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Inasmuch as th9 
~---------" 

approach largely embodied off-the-shelf components and technology, 

Packard decided that a termination of funding would not be fatal to 

the prospect of building such systems at some later time. The delay 

in obtaining operational systems and the additional costs of restarting 

intensive development were, in Packard I s judgement, offset by imme-

diate budget problems. Concurrently, the ExCom approved continued 

development of technology for the tape storage camera and electro-

optical imaging at annual costs of about c.-�. ____ ~---__ '__"I respectively. 

Foster felt that more should be spent on tape storage camera work, 
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particularly because General Electric was making encouraging progress 

in several areas of technology where CBS, the principal tape-storage-

camera developer, seemed weakest, and because in the end tape 
33 

storage would prove less costly than electro-optical imaging. 

Such information as was available toward the middle of 1969 suggested 

that an electrostatic tape storage system might be ultimately as 

effective as electro-optical imaging in both resolution and response 

tirnes. The EOr approach elirninated the need for many of the moving 

parts required for a tape-storage system, but EOr 'Nith resolution 

potential of a tape- storage camera would require I 
~--------------~ 

'-----__________________________________ ~I of the tape came I' a. Lar ge optic s 
34 

were notoriously troublesome. 

Nevertheless in deciding what system to support at what funding 

level, the NRO chose readout over high resolution and EOr over tape 

storage. {Frog was not a contender in late 1969. the tlurgencyll of ',' 

readout still being nominal.} Hexador and alternative very-high-

resolution proposals were essentially eliminated from the budget; 

an improved Gam.bit-3 received ExCorn approval, though at a fiscal 

1971-1972 funding level of only about $41 million. (VHR remained 

in the budget, but at a funding level of aboutl I a month. ) 

TOP SECRET" 
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Readout work was approved at a funding level of c,1 ~ _____ Ifor fiscal 

1971, with another L� ____ ~~eld in reserve against the possibility 

that acceleration of the program might later prove advisable. (Read-

out work was scheduled for additional sums in following years. '-.1 _-----" 

~ ___ Ibeing the anticipated fiscal 1974 requirement.) The Bureau 

of the Budget voiced modest objections, arguing that readout might 

not be a major national requirement at all. a position to which Helms 

took exception. (Not much was being made of the President1s interest 

at the time.) 

The net effect of the studies) debates, and discussions of 1969 

was a complex of decisions which provided for a relatively heavy 

investment in Eor technology. a lower level of support for tape 

storage, sustaL-,ing-level support for VHR, and modest improvement 

of the existing Gambit-3 system. Because major questions of SALT 

requirements, readout needs. system costs, system capabilities, 

and technological status could not be resolved during the fall of 1969, 

no effort along the lines Dr. Land had advocated could realistically 

be approved. There was, moreover, an agreement within the ExCom 

that no new systems would be started through advanced development 

for two years--essentially until the costs of bringing Hexagon to 

TOP 
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operational status had been absorbed. Frog, a minor element of the 

discussions of mid-1969, was neither accelerated nor eliminated 
35 

from consideration. 

During the winter of 1969-1970, development of EOr technology 

made progress that. in the judgement of the Land Panel, strongly 

reinforced earlier recommendations for the start of a system defini-

tion ph~ase. Land reported-to Du.B..ridge- in~-March 18-70--that either 

feasibility experirrlents or demonstration trials had validated four 

principal aspects of EOr technology that had earlier been treated as 

high-risk elements. A I I with acceptable 
~------------------------~ 

surface distortion had been fabricated, and a LI ______________ ~I with 

a somewhat poorer surface contour 13eemed readily achievable. 

_-------------------------.-"1 Land estimated, the EOr system could 

provide a nominal resolution of two feet from 220-mile orbital alti-

tudes; the I I could provide that resolution from 283-

mile orbits.) Tests of image reconstruction rates had shown that 

frames containing LI ______ ~----~I of data could be reassembled within 

'---________ ---"1 of the time the data were relayed to a ground station, and 

data transmis sion time appeared to be abou~,--__________ ~~er frame. 

Laboratory-scale experiments had indicated that MTBF (mean time 

TOP 
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between failures) rates for individual sensor chips in the solid-state 

array would approach ,---I ____ ---"' The panel had concluded that electro-

mechanical devices similar to thosel ____________ ---.Jlsatellites 

would adequately serve other EOl functions and that system MTBF's 

should, there£o:r;'e, approachl'-----____ -----.JI Finally, although the necessary 

'-----____________________ Istill had to be classified a 

high.-risk-component, its performance- not having been d~mon~trated:- -

the remainder of the data relay system had, in Landis judgement, 

moved to the low'-risk category. Land assured DuBridge that a 1 I· 
~------' 

'----___ ~--------------~Iwas wholly achievable, and that 

the antennas constituted IIno problem. II Given that situation, Land 

maintained it was entirely feasible to schedule a 1974-1975 operational 
36 

date--"if we get on with the development. II The points Land empha~ 

sized were those aspects of the Tucker-Fubini report which had 

reached Packard and DuBridge about three weeks earlier. In effect. 

Land -,;vas contending that Fubini's judgement of risk had been faulty. 

Two months later, shortly before the next scheduled ExCom 

meeting, Land and his associates advised Dr. DuBridge that although 

both the Frog and EOl approaches to readout had IIreached the stage 

.' i\ \\::, \ 

,,\\\~Jv. ... 
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of demonstrated feasibility and reasonable maturity, I! the Frog ~aser 

scan system was so complex and so limited in growth potential that 

it should be dropped and EOr should be started through the system 

development process as quickly as possible. (The EOI system had 

acquired the co~e name Zaman. although the terms EOr and Zaman 

were used interchangeably for nearly a year thereafter.) The Land 

Panel conceded that an immediate start on Zaman would create near-

term funding and budget problems, but added. II ••• we believe very 

strongly that the ultimate gain to the nation, both in national photo-

graphic reconnaissance capability and in reduced long-term budgetary 

requirements, warrant a full commitment to the Zaman real-tiIne 

system development. II 

The Land Panel had also concluded that the Zaman s ystern 

II • can reasonably be expected to satisfy the Gambit surveillance 

requirement. II 'With a LI ________ l Land said, Zaman could 

produce a GSD (ground sample distance) resolution of LI _____ _ 

from a ZOO-mile orbit, and about LI _______ ~rom 100 miles. 

(Interestingly, the approximations did not explicitly consider the effect 

on orbital life of flying at the relatively low altitudes required for 

such high resolution, but by implication Land suggested that orbit 
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adjust capability could be incorporated without depreciating total 
37 

system performance.) 

Dr. DuBridge forwarded copies of the Land Panel report to 

Packard and Helms --and either from DuBridge or through one of the 

primary addressees another copy reached George P. Shultz, Head of 

the Office of Management and Budget. OMB's technical specialists 
. - . . -- - e- ----

tended to be rather more cynical about the near-term feasibility 

of an operational Zaman and in concert with budget authorities 

they convinced Shultz that it was essential to present an opposing view. 

Shultz assured Packard that the expenditure of even LI _____ ~ 

.... in development funds over the next four or five years would not pro-

duce a Zaman system with either the coverage capability of Hexagon 

or the resolution quality of Gambit-3. He expressed doubts about 

In all likelihood, the various memos from OMB to Packard 
between July 1970 and September 1971 were prepared by Dr. James 
A. Schlesinger, who represented OMB at ExCom meetings and in 
other policy sessions concerned with DoD and CIA prograzns e 

Schlesinger subsequently became acting deputy director of OMB. 
then chairznan of the Atomic Energy Comznission. briefly Director 
of Central Intelligence and Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, 
and in January 1973, Secretary of Defense. Schlesinger. who had 
corne to the Nixon administration from the Rand Corporation, had 
a pronounced aversion to high-risk technology and a notorious 
distrust of predefinition system cost estiznates. 
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the need for such a readout system in the national reconnaissance 

program and cautioned strongly against a Ifpremature choice among 

technical options. II Urging that OMB staff members participate in 

a study of the requirement for readout and of alternative ways of 

satisfying whatever that requirement might be, Shultz encouraged 

Packard to adopt a cautious approach in deciding what--if any--
38 

readout approach should be fully funded. 

The arrival of the Shultz memo in the Pentagon coincided with 

Packard's receipt of the extensive NRP report Dr. McLucas annually 

prepared for the ExCom. The McLucas report to the ExCom and the 

Land Panel report were delivered two days and four days respectively 

in advance of the scheduled July meeting of the ExCom--the first 

such meeting in eight months. By the time McLucas IS report arrived" 

Packard had assured Shultz that a careful study of readout reconnais-

sance needs and capabilities would be conducted before there were 

any binding commitments to a single system approach. 

The McLucas report reflected EOr judgements more nearly 

those of the Land Panel than of OMB. notwithstanding the acknow-

ledged prefer ence of the NRO staff for a cautious approach to readout 

development and the frequently restated judgement of General King's 

" " 

~:'{J 
\ 
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people (SAFSP) that if readout were wanted in the near term the. only 

reasonable chance of acquiring an operational system lay in adoption 

of the Frog system. Although his opening stateITlents were tempered 

by reservations addressed later, McLucas began by formally reCOm-

mencli.!ig that "e.ssentially all new system effort ~e focused on] 

the development of a near-real-time readout imaging systern. I! 

His advocacy, :NlcLucas said, was I' ••• based on the initial technical 

success of the development of the solid state array and its associated 

subsystems and on USIB guidan.ce that such a system is urgently 

needed and of higher priority than pos sible competitors for resources 

~such as higher resolul1onim.aging systems, �'-----_________ .--J 

'-----__________ ~_-----------------I!J On such 

grounds, McLucas favored proceeding with system definition studies 

!lior a system based on the solid-state array sensor. II Ii, as anti-· 

cipated, those studies could be completed in about 12 months, a 

system development decision on Zaman could be made by November 

1971. 

:N1cLucas reas oned that the readout system would probably 

replace at least one and possibly both of the current photographic 

systems, Hexagon and Gambit. Reflecting the Land Panel's findings. 

:rop SeCRET 
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McL-c:.cas suggested that a fully developed solid-state array (EOI) 

" ..• may permit imagery of a quality surpas sing current Gambit. II 

Alternatively, he postulated that a system providing for conjunctive 

use of the Gambit recovery mode (or a Gambit camera in a Hexagon 

vehicle) and an extended high-altitude readout subsystem was both 

appealing and achifwable. He also speculated that if tape storage 

camera development were ultimately successful, a tape storage 

camera could eventually replace the film readout module of Frog, 

a viev/point that countered the "no growth potential!! argUlllent against 

adoption of Frog. Still the net effect of such suggestions was to 

strengthen the possibility that adoption of a readout system would 

lead directly to the cancellation of Gambit and possibly of Hexagon. 

McLucas recommended support of a backup technology effort 

aimed at development of a tape storage camera and funding of a further 

backup effort supporting Frog (possibly in combination with a Hexagon 

launcher and orbital vehicle). The Frog-Hexagon combination, McLucas 

explained, " .•• would deliberately be directed to low-cost. low-

risk, and pos sibly reduced-performance systems to provide an alter-
39 

native for consideration next year. 
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In the 17 July 1970 discussion of his recommendations with 

the ExCom, McLucas noted his understanding of the !tgeneral agree-

ment" that the EOl was a flpreferred approach If to a next generation 

system. But he expressed concern about the selection of a best 

approach. It was conceivable, he told the ExCom, fl ••• that the 

system based on the solid-state array may become too expensive in 

future years if the budget situation continues to deteriorate. It 

b( r)!) <: ' r 
Both SAFSP and the CIA I s Office of Special Projects' had conducted 

studies of the desirable mix of readout systems with contemporary 

imaging satellites in the interval between the November 1969 and 

July 1970 ExCom meetings. SAFSP had concluded that Frog afforded 

the most certain and shortest approach, and that the later incorpora-

tion of a tape storage camera in a larger Gambit could well result 

in operating costs (for a mix of systems) fl ••• as much asLI ~ __ ~ 

per year less than launching four Gambits and four Hexagons per 

year." SAFSP was also convinced that Frog development and fabri-

cation could be conducted for about one third the cost of Zaman 

development. The CIA, starting from the same point, had concluded 

!l< Dr. McLucas reminded his audience that MOL had effectively 
been cancelled because it became so much more costly than had 
initially been anticipated. 
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authorized the director of the CIA reconnaissance prograITl to proceed 

with the systeITl definition Phas e I of ZaITlan on I August at a fiscal 

1971 funding level of ,---I _____ 1. (The propos ed spending c;eiling in 

the original NRO budget subITlission of 15 July had been '--I ______ ~I. 

although the CIA had requested al '---_______ 1.) About '-,-1 __ ~ 

Ivas therefore available to support tape storage caITlera 
~--- 40 

developm.ent- -and. Frog. 

To that point, the principal considerations in readoutprograITl 

decisions had been the state of technology, budget levels, and institu-

tional views on pres sing national needs. By late 1970. it was evident 

that readout systeITl progress was also constrained by the need to 

develop relay satellites and by the capacity for processing the growing 

quantities of iITlagery being returned from existing and planned 

photo satellites. If all went well, between 230 and 340 days of U.S. 

photo-satellite operations would occur in 1971. By DeceITlber 1970, 

the Director of Central Intelligence was cautioning that insufficient 

interpretation capability was available to handle the anticipated 

returns of Hexagon--which suggested that Hexagon plus Zaman ITlight 

well create a probleITl at least as large as any it solved. 
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The data relay satellite problem was not officially a matter 

for ExCom consideration because both budget and technical develop-

ment responsibilities had been assigned to the Ilwhltel! Air Force. 

But it was obvious that the operational utility of any readout satellite 

would be severely compromised if relay satellites were delayed in 

development or if they proved to have less performance than required,. , 

NRO dependence on the data relay satellite program marked the first ~ 
I 
i 
I 

occasion in more than a decade in which any crucial element of the 

National Reconnaissance Program had been paced by technological 

developments or budgets under Iloutside II control. 

The technical risk inherently invoked by the Zaman approach 

continued troublesome. Although the earlier proposed 1'-----___ -----" 

___ -----"I configuration of Zaman had been effectively abandoned by 

rnid-1970 (following the laboratory-reinforced conclusion that a 

L.-________ ---"Ilens could be fabricated}, a 'lhigh-risklf and a 

"low-risk ll approach to Zaman had subsequently emerged. The 

1I1ow- r isk fl approach, called IIS ystem B, n envisaged reliance on data 

handling techniques which were more readily achievable--in the view 

Rocket boosters nominally fell within that category, but in 
fact boosters had not been high-risk items since the early 1960s 
and there generally were mo boosters available than needed from 

1961 onward.>,,') r)\ \ 
, \~ •• t I< \J \ ~~; 
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of en~ineers--than those proposed for the more elegant IISystem.AII 

configuration. But the low-risk system also had degraded ground 

resolution and a slower data transmis sion rate, a cost that Dr. Land 

considered unacceptable. (Both the "A" and IIBfl configurations 

incorporatedLI ------------------------------------------------------~ 
~ ________________________________________________ ~I but the liB II s ys tern 

41 
incorporated appreciably les s ambitious data handling capabilities.) 

Not all prominent s dentists objected to a "low-risk" approach 

that wouldmodestl y compromise system capability. In October 1970, 

Dr. E. G. Fubini, who had earlier served as chief advisor on readout 

technology and needs for David Packard, - independently protested 

several of the decisions implied by the ExCom's July 1970 action 

on Zaman. The Fubini committee had earlier concluded that although 

the CIA was doing a "fine job ll in developing EOI technology, it was 

no more than prudent to avoid starting a system design proces s 

Ifbefore the technologies were adequately developed. If The several 

specialists on Fubini1s committee had been under orders from 

Packard to avoid questions of requirements and cost and to consider 

onl y the status of technology. They had concluded that EOI was as 

yet too demanding for the state-of-the-art. Of need and cost they 

.-~\ 
) ~\. ( 

\ '\J " 
5 aid nothing. 

. / '\. ..... 
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But, Fubini told Packard in October 1970, " ••• I feel I 

must now speak to the subjects of the requirement and the cost. " 

In Fubini1s judgement, the specific requirements being honored 

in the Zaman system definition studies were If ••• actually a trans-

lation of what is, technically possible with solid-state arrays rather 

than an optimum tradeoff between national needs and cost. If Fubini 

reinforced that sharp criticism by reminding Packard that he--Fubini--

had long been a readout advocate, even to the point of agreeing that 

new and pres entl y unforeseeable opportunities "would result from 

the initial use of readout capabilities." But, he urged If ••• that 

the stated requirements be rewritten to represent more accurately 

the range of future applications, fI a procedure that would also lower 

system costs. 

Fubini fundam.entally mistrusted the requirement that Zaman 

im.agery reach the Washington intelligence community within one hour 

of Zaman's passage over a target. Pointing out that from ,--I ___ ~ 

I were required to position a satellite, he argued that ,--I ____ -----.J 
~-~ 

transmission time was wholly acceptable. He also challenged the 

as sumption that primary data reception facilities had to be in or near 

the District of Colum.bia. High latitude stations using video link 
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transmission chann3ls could, he said, Ilsupply information on several 

thousands of square miles per pass without recourse to the very com-

plex and expensive technologies of data relay satellites. II 

Then Fubini turned to a requirement that he believed under-

mined future system capabilities because of its leniency. "I refer 

to the field of view. II he told Packard. The Zaman requirement 

.'- caJ,led for parrow-s;one reconnaissance of strategic targets with 

location accuracies of about I I "This requirement is simple 
'------------" 

extrapolation of present procedures rather than an imaginative view 

of the potentials of the new technology, IIFubini complained. flIf 

strategic reconnais sance we~e the only basis for a readout system, 

I would strongly urge that the program be cancelled. " 

Dr. Fubini also called attention to one of the little mentioned 

consequences of improved satellite reconnaissance capability. By 

1972 the nation would be able to attempt photography of 160,000 

targets per year and would probably obtain exploitable photographs 

of 100,000 targets--but was presently finding it difficult to specify 

50,000 targets of valid interest. In those terms, the need for con-

stant high-resolution coverage of the sort promised by Zaman seemed 

doubtful. In Fubini's view, Zaman would inadquately conduct surveys 
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of national frontiers, determ.ine aircraft deployment patterns, 

track the m.ovem.ents of naval forces, and perform. sim.ilar assign-

m.ents because the Zam.an scan angle was too narrow. requiring too 

m.any passes to provide the needed inform.ation. He recom.m.ended 

* 
widening the fie,ld of view, incorporating storage capability and 

providing for readout directly over the United States (rather than 

by ,yay of a relay satellite), and for acceptance of J'-----_______ ---" 
42 

hour delay in the delivery of im.agery. 

The only system. then definable that could satisfy the needs 

Fubini stated was Frog. Fubini IS conviction that the f1near real 

tiUlel! aspect of readou.t development had been unwontedly em.phasized 

found unexpected support in the Departm.ent of State, concerned with 

both crisis reconnaissance and SALT verification. Raymond Cline. 

State1s specialist in intelligence Ulatters. told the Conunittee on 

Overhead Reconnaissance and Exploitation (COMIREX) in January 

1971 that a one- tn three-day wait for photography was wholly acceptable, 

There were no means of storing the output of an EOl system 
in 1970, and none had been suggested four years later. Im.agery 
storage on film. was quite feasible, but a capability for storing on
orbit data generated at the rate of I Iwas all 
but inconceivable. 

SLCRET 
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that resolution on the order of two -to four feet would serve (given 

that three-foot resolution permitted interpreters to determine the 

details of trucks, tanks, and similar vehicles). and that the U. s. 

needed a IlModel Til satellite system to produce declassifiab1e photo-

g::-aphythat could be used openly in dealing with other members 

oi the United Nations. A "Model Til system, as Cline saw it, was 

one that could be developed in 18 months or less, used off-the-shelf 

technology, provided resolution at the two- to three-foot level. had 

one- to three-day response times, and embodied technology the 

disclosure of which would not be damaging to national interests. 

More than coincidentally, three months earlier, on 1 October 

1970, ,---I ____________ ------'proposed to the NRO the develop-

ment of such a system. Calledl l it involved the use of '= ........ ~......,.J 

proposal, originated by retired Air Force Major General W. A. 

Tidwell. had been stimulated by Tidwell's correspondence with 
43 

Cline on matters concerning crisis reconnaissance. 
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Almost concurrently, Dr. McLucas had forwarded to Dr. 

H ep...ry A. Kis singer, the President1s Special Assistant for National 

J0.\' 
Security Matters, a special report K~s_singer had requested on crisis 

response capabilities. In brief, 1vicLucas advised that for the near 

term the oP~y promising approaches were those embodied in existing 

systems and in on-the-shelf technology.: Corona, Gam bit. and 
44 

Hexagon adaptations, including Frog, '1---------------,1 

The accumulation of interest expressed in these several 

separate statements of concern for crisis reconnaissance suggested 

once more that a quickly available, relatively sL.'TIple system with 

constrained resolution potential might be highly desirable. The 

intelligence-using community was more concerned than the intelligence-

gathering community by the prospect that some system might be 

selected for development because it was technologically achievable 

rather than because it satisfied a valid national need. Finally, both 

users and developers were concerned that no new system might 

* 
become available for several years. 

The State Department's views were at least partly influenced 
by apprehension that the impending final demise of Corona would 
effectively dissipate whatever marginal crisis recon.L!aissance 
capability the nation then had. State's efforts to revive Corona in 
1970 have been described in Volume I of this account • 

. ""'\ 
', ... A \ 
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Uneasiness on all of those grounds underlay a series of dis-
0, 

cussions that marked the ExCom's November 1970 meeting. Threatened 

delays in the scheduled development of a data relay satellite had 

become real, the crisis response issue remained unsettled, and 

there was some desultory CD nsideration of low-cost alternatives to 

the Zaman approach. But decisions were put off until the following 

January, by which tirne the initial phase of Zaman system definition 
45 

was scheduled to end. 

Early in January 1971, Carl Duckett proposed to McLucas 

('fin accordance with previous discussions .•• If) the e stablish.m.ent 

of an ad hoc committee to define standards against which candidates 

for the crisis reconnaissance assignment could be evaluated. The 

problem. as Duckett saw it, was deciding how much to invest in a 

near-term system suchasl I or standby Coronas 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

when that investrnent would cause funds to be withheld from the 

developrnent of Z~. Duckett suggested that the Land Panel be 

asked to review criteria and added, II ••• in the meantime, I suggest 

we discourage any efforts to compare alternative systern.s until approved 

standards for comparison are available. II 

C C,-, CO)?! "P';'P d~iocP-l:E+ 
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Perhaps Duckett hoped to po stpone detailed consideration of 

the :::;1 ===~I approach that State advocated. But if so, he failed. 

On 15 January, precisely two weeks before the ExCom meeting at 

which such matters again were to be taken up, the State Department 

escalated consideration of the crisis response question. William P. 

Rogers, Secretary of State, formally urged Helms and Laird to support 

developnlent of a new crisis reconnaissance system--but one that 

smnded little like Zaman. In Rogers' opinion, the United States 

needed It ••• an adequatel bystem giving 

us good photographic detail relatively quickly and cheaply. II Waiting 

five years for an adequate system was not acceptable. Rogers argued 

that a crisis reconnaissance cap ah-ill ty should enter system development 

status promptly, without regard for any systems presently in develop-

ment or pending development. liAs Ray Cline puts it, we need a 'Model T' 

or 'Volkswagen' to get us to the brushfire on time when our more 

expensive and less maneuverable Cadillacs are not able to cover that 
46 

particular crisis on that particular day or week. II 

By the time of the January 1971 ExCom meeting, the relatively 

straightforward question of whether Zaman should be continued 

toward a November 1971 development decision point had been 

TOP SECRET 
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complicated by a variety of pe ripheral is sues. Crisis reconnaissance, 

as understood by Kissinger, Rogers, and Cline was one. The situa-

Hon of the proposed data relay satellite was no longer as simple as had 

been anticipated: prospects of using it to support other than reconnais-

sance prograITls. had worsened in intervening ITlonilis, costs had 

increased, and the dependence of ZaITlan on such a satellite had 

increased. If an interiITl system were needed, several variants of 

,-====="1 were available for consideration, both the Frog and a Hexagon-

variant film readout s ysteITl were at leas t nominally attainable, and 

there was 1 I. "===;;:;;!." 

At the tiITle of the January 1971 ExCom meeting, the situation 

of the various proposed readout and crisis response systems was 

roughly this: ZaITlan-EOI had completed initial system definition 

phases in December 1970 and the "Phase JlII s ysteITl definition effort~ 

intended to lead to "firm!! designs and cost estimates, was scheduled 

to begin in February. At that point, what was being proposed was a 

~ ______ ~ __ ~Isystem operating in a near-polar eliptical orbit 

(188 nautical-mile perigee, 283 to 424 nautical-mile apogee), with a 

flbestrr ground sample distance (resolution) of LI _____ ~I from a 

fraITle coveringl pn each side. 
~---------~ 

, 
(,,. .. ,' .... (,(--" 

t'oJ" 
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orbit, L� ______________________ ~I could expect,to 

accumulate LI _____ -----"~ach day, some in stereo. As then planned, 

the system would have a useful life of aboutLI_~ __ ~1 on orbit and 

ft 
wou4l first become operationally available in April-June 1975. Five-

year costs as e~timated by the CIA would presumably total about'-rl _~ 

(The estimate had increased by more thanLI _____ ~1 in 

20 months.) 

Frog--which at that time conceptually included the tape storage 

camera (TSC) as an eventual replacement for the film-readout gadgetry 

of the current design- -was designed to use the R- 5 optics of the 

Gambit·-3 system (175-inch focal length). It embodied on-board film 

development, laser scan of the processed film, and a video output 

signal-to- ground stations. The TSC equipment would convert a photon 

image to an electron image, store the data on reusable tape, and later 

read out by means of a scanning el.ectron beam, the product being a 

video output signal. A relay satellite could be exploited but was not 

essential. (Zaman, lacking storage capability, had to relay data in 

real time.) Direct read out to a grill nd station would generate 400 

frames of imagery a day, each frame covering a j I square area. 

Image return time ranged from I Use of a high 
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latitude readout station and retransmission to I I(much as 
~-----

Fubini had suggested some months earlier} could nominally reduce 

data return time to one to two hours. Either mono or stereo imagery 

could be provided, on demand, in I Istrips with a 

two-foot ground resolution distance from an orbit of 170 nautical 

miles. Film capacity would limit Frog to a two-year operational 

life at a film expenditure rate of 400 frames a day. Five-year program 

costs were then estimated to be .. J.------- A three-year develop-

ment phase seemed necessary. 

~ ____ ---"I A Z4-month development schedule was envisaged at a 
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cos t of '-.-1 ____ ----' with individual vehicle costs averaging between 

'-----____ --"1 still was much as proposed by ~I _______ ~I several 

months earlier, ~I ~ _______________ ~ _____ ~ __ ~_~ 

'--------c------------'I, having potential 1'-----___ 1 ground resolution 

and LI ~ ___ I dat~ return time (counted frOITI moment of decision to 

launch), based on recovery in the Atlantic. Development would 

presumably take 24 months and would cost about the same as I 
'------------" 

Corona in a one-day countdown mode was also treated as a 

potential cris is response system-, but was more a device for creating 

an additional option, an essential of the decision ritual in 1971. 

Although all of the principals at the 29 January 1971 meeting 

had been provided with extensive advance information on all the pro-

posed crisis response systems, the discussion nonetheless turned 
47 

on questions of fact and cost. 

The principal change in Zaman status arising from completion 

of the Phase I system definition studies had been agreement that D 
'-----__________________ ~I requirements would be needed 

to support each EOr reconnaissance satellite. The principal attrac-

tion of Frog remained its costLI ____________________ _ 

, "~ \ \\ 
';. \. 
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for Zaman) although being available two years sooner was also an 

attraction. Packard expressed considerable concern about probable 

funding needs and the accuracy of estiITlates, causing McLucas to 

observe that Hexagon and I Ihad eventually cost ITlore than .i...-. ___ ~ 

twice their initial estiITlates. -:Packard did not doubt that a ZaITlan 

system would also substantially exceed cost estiITlates and favored 

a backup for ZaITlan. He also expressed concern about schedule 

~validity, cOITlmenting favorably on-,I=====~I availability. But in 

the end, the only ExCoITl action on crisis response was to approve 

continuation of both ZaITlan and Frog at about their current rates 

in the expectation that a decision on full syste:m develop:ment could 
48 

be scheduled for Nove:mber 1971. The ExCom did nothing to 

enhance the potential for acquiring any HModel Tn system of the sort 

State wanted. Ray Cline's ploy had apparently failed. So had FubinF s. 

In April a large flaw appeared in the ExCo:m's expectation that 

nothing need be done until NoveITlber, at which ti:me it presuITlably 

would be feas ible to approve full develop:ment of ZaITlan. The Office 

of 1vlanagement and Budget (OMB) was the lITlmediate source of 

pressure to act quickly on the readout question, but White House 

preferences were the cited justification. In January, Dr. J. R. 
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Schlesinger, spokesman for the OMB at ExCom meetings, had rernarked 

on President Nixon's continuing interest in an early-availability 

readout system. Although Schlesinger seemed willing to accept 

the ExCom I s decision to postpone a decision, he cautioned that OMB 
49 

Director George P. Shultz might not be of the same mind. 

Whether the renewal of Presidential concern about readout 

availability was prompted by Dr. Land, disturbed at the apparent 

lack of Zaman progress, or by State or OMB, who appeared to prefer 

some less costly. more quickly ready readout system, cannot be 

established from the surviving ~'RO documents. But in any case, 

six weeks after the discursive and inconclusive ExCom meeting of 

January, Shultz wrote Packard n ••• to emphasize the President's 

interest in an NR T or crisis capability system. II As the OlvlB 

director interpreted the President's wishes, nit would be desirable 

if such a system could be operational at an early date and at a 

It would appear from the Shultz letter that President Nixon was 
chiefly interested in a crisis capability system and that near-real-time 
readout was, in his judgement, the best way of getting that capability. 
However, various comments by Schlesinger and Shultz emphasize also 
the President's interest in readout as a function. ·Whether crisis 
response, readout as a national capability, or readout as an intriguing 
technology was the President's chief interest ca:nnot be determined 
from the available evidence. It was a I Iwhirn, in the event. 
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reasonable cost. 11 Finally, said Shultz II •• appreciable utility 

during the President's administration ... II should be a goal of 

development. 

The Shultz letter, dated 22 April, reached ExCom members 

on the day preceding their next scheduled meeting. Shultz had put 

the cat fairly among the mice. 

Two key decisions emerged from the 23 April 1971 ExCom 

-meeting. They were prompted solely by the Shultz letter and by 

Schle singer I s restatement of the President's wishes. In the phrasing 

of the ExCom minutes, r1 ••• the President has expressed vigorously 

the desirability of NR T and the President ..• wished to have this 

..}... ' 
capability available during his second term in office. II In direct 

* 
That species of schedule definition appears to have,been unique, 

at least within the National Reconnaissance Program. Presumably 
either some long-range plan that required reliance on near-real
time reconnaissance by 1976, ~ a strong desire to be remembered 
for having fostered near-real-time readout reconnaissance explained 
the President's emphasis On completing the work before another 
President was installed. In April 1971, the Nixon Administration 
had been in office but two years and the election of 1972 was still 
18 months away, but no one questioned the assumption that President 
Nixon would occupy the White House for a full eight years. 

- "\ 
-'\\ 

. -../ 
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response to that statement, the ExCom voted to acquire Frog as, 

an interim photographic reconnaissance system for crisis recon-

n3.issance and to delay the scheduled first launch of Zaman until 

early 1976. Fubini and Cline seemed to have won. 

The range of options for crisis reconnaissance had once 

extended to twelve alternatives. By April 1971 it included only 

t~ree: (l) go directly to Zaman, relying on Hexagon and Gambit 

for interim. capability, (2) add Frog to the inventory, or (3)1 I . 

D "(phasing Zaman into operation later, in both cases). The 

eLL\. appeared to favor the first of those options; most other parti-

cipants in the April 1971 meeting favored the second. Packard, who 

again dominated the discussion, forced through a decision to stretch 

the Zaman development schedule by a year. He- was emphatic in 

pointing out that he did not propose to delay the start of the program 

but rather to extend its term and thus to provide additional time 

for solving development problems. 

Those were the options formally considered by the ExCom. 
Other choices were conceivable, of course, but considerations of 
time, money, risk, technical aChievabilit~ and 0Jerational utility 
weighed heavily against all. In fact, thel option appears 
to have been more illusory than real in April 1971. Packard had 
spoken well ofl Ion earlier occasions. but neither he nor 
a~y other speak;r at the April meeting favoredl lover Frog. 

. -----
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When the implications of the basic decision had been worked 

out it appeared that a reasonable initial operational date for Frog 

was January 1974 and for Zaman "calendar year 1976. f! Refined 

cost estimates based on those target dates specified five-year costs 

of,--I ~ ____ ~l ~or Frog and '-.1 ______ Ifor Zaman--plus a relay 

satellite program cost, for Zaman, ofl 
'----------~ 

Zaman than those current in January 1971.) Given the additional 

circumstances that the system performances did not greatly differ. 

Dr. lvfcLucas in early June suggested to Packard that Zaman should 

be delayed past its scheduled 1976 availability date and redesigned 

---.i.o_-'-:do something_Frog won't. fI His suggestion that Hexagon should 

be_cancelled when Zaman became available indicated a belief on his 

part that Zaman might have a continuing search role. McLucas 

also observed that although Richard Helms still preferred the Course 

charted at the April ExCom meeting, Dr. David, Dr. Foster, Robert 

Froehkle (~g ITlanager of the OSD intelligence function), Dr. 

Robert Seamans (Secretary of the Air Force), Dr. Schlesinger. 

Admiral G. W. Anderson (FLAB chairman) "and others tr agreed 
51 

that Zaman should be delayed for ITlajor redesign. For practical 
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purposes, lvlcLucas was proposing that Frog rather than Zaman 

be the principal cnS1S response system of the 1970's and 1980's. 

On the day that McLucas so advised Packard, the President 

was discussing readout with his Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. 

Dr. Land, presumably unaware of McLucas' current proposal, 

. expr es sed his strong disapproval of the earlier ExCom decision 

to endorse Frog an an i.nterim crisis response system. Land main-

tained that such action would delay or even defer Zaman develop-

ment--which, of course, was precisely what McLucas had just 

advocated. Speaking directly to the President, Land told Nixon 

that bureaucrats were unwilling to assume large financial risks 

without "strong Presidential backing, II that Frog was a cautious 

step, and that Zaman was Ila qua."1turn jump which would give the U. s. 
52 

an unquestioned technological lead in this field. II Nixon seemed to 

be much more impressed by such contentions than by more mundane 

considerations of risk, cost, or need. 

T en days later, Land challenged Brigadier General Lew Allen 

(who had succeeded General King as NRO Director of Special Projects--

SAFSP) on several basic points while Allen briefed the complete 

Land Panel on Frog. The accompanying Zaman briefing {by the 
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CIA got a friendlier reception. One of the fascinated witnesses of 

the events was Colonel David Bradburn, who had succeeded Allen 

as head of the NRO staff. He reported to lvicLucas that Land was 

n • not conSClOUS of any fundamental technical problems in the 

Ear system and. is not especially critical of the looseness of 

the requirements situation (e. g., why do we needl 
~----------------~ 

-

response tlme). To put it another way, tl Bradburn told McLucas, 

Hi{ Ear is a technology-driven development. Dr. Land is the main 
53 

driver. f! 

Inevitably, the McLucas suggestion that Zaman be postponed 

a.nd Frog extended had the efiect,of generating a strong counter proposal 

from. the Central Intelligence Agency. Although Helms had 

supported the earlier ExCom decision to develop Frog as an interim 

1974 and Zaman as a 1976 readout system, by mid-June the CIA 

position was that a Gambit modified onl y to the extent needed to 

accoIT'.Jnodate very basic film readout equipment would serve adequately 

as an interim crisis reconnaissance satellite. Frog, as then proposed, 

was not needed. Indeed, Helms said, merely buying a few more 

Gambits and keeping them on standby for crisis use might satisfy 

needs--\V-ithout any investment in Frog development or operation. 

\ . 
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In essence, the CLA chief argued that " ..• the Frog proposal a,s 

currently perceived is structured as a competitor to EOr and, there-

fore, is not necessarily the only or best hardware approach to an 
54 

interi::n-Bystem. ![ 

Gencurre.q.tly, CIA representatives met privately with the 

rankL'1:g senators who reviewed and approved the Ifblack lf appropria-. 

tions used in NRO procurement activities. As one product of those 

informal background sessions, during the week of 14 June 1971 

Senator Allen J. Ellender, Chairman of the Senate Committee on 

Appropriations, informally advised David Packard of his doubts 

that it was neces'sa-ry-to-develop both Zaman and Frog. To Ellender, r ~ 
~. 

O\v-;. >1 ~ 
~ .. -- -'Z-arn:an-hH)KecrrnoYeattr active. .J., ~(..,){-. i 

i])(1'\"''''' . ~~. ~ 
\ . ""\"" .\ ( 

V" u··t .~ 

All the classic behavior patterns'of institutional infighting had t;"'~ "".J.... , 
,; (.tt'i'" 't.. "l-
i>.. t",,\.; .-~ ~\ • ,1.....-' 

become apparent by late June. The Shultz-Schlesinger-McLucas 6"...... ...... 
J/ fv'" . 

maneuver of April- -citing the President as an authority--had made ~~,.t· 

Frog an approved but temporary (rrinterim rt in the vernacular) system 

choice. Fubini and Cline had set the stage. The subsequent move 

by 1vlcLucas to further postpone Zaman's nominal first flight date 

would have had the effect of making Frog a semi-permanent element 

of the National Reconnaissance System and would have made a later 

\ .'. 

i\c-f 
L~\\ \ I . 

1'-""''1 . ····'·'r"'"'lI'" 
\,"-# j" :: ~""~' l ". : •. I 
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decision to adopt Zaman dependent on Zaman's demonstration o~ 

sOlne essential capability Frog lacked. !!Essentialfl ,,~s the operative 

word. State and OMB Were satisfied with Frog as a crisis syste:rn, 

David and McLucas believed that Frog would adequately serve rela-

tively long-term national needs for a readout system. Packard, 

a devotee of the W?tson- Watt philosophy on develop:rnent choices> 

mistrusted easy assurances of Za:rnan's low cost and ready availabilit'Y. 

Land, on the other hand, saw that Zaman delayed could well be Zaman 

cancelled. That, after all, was the traditional route of program. 

ter:rnination. Land I s reaction, and that of his CIA supporters, was 

to propose reversal of the Frog decision of April. Their pre:rnise 

~~~,-- --~ ---"-"\.vas -ttra:'L Z~a:rr:ran once begllll was -Zaman forever, that any alternative 

to Frog would lead promptly to Za:rnan. Neither side was prepared 

to cmnpro:rnise. Indeed, once McLucas had abandoned the concepts 

embedded in the April ExCom decision and had endorsed Frog as a 

viable alternative to Zaman rather than an interim predecessor. the 

lines were so drawn that only one system could survive. Senator 
........ 

Ellender made compromise impos sible by introducing a budget issue 

accompanied by a polite but unmistakable ultimatum: develop one 

of the two systems, not both. Getting Ellender to take that position 

TOP SECRET 
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was a masterful stroke of bureaucratic infighting. Ellender's 

endorsement of Zam.an, however tepid, and Land's marvelously 

skillful approach to President Nixon effectively made Zaman the 

favorite and Fro8 the underdog. That reversal of position resulted 

~rom ~he CIA's skillful shepherding of Ellender1s interests and LandIs 

complete understanding of President Nixon's desire to be remembered 

as a more forceful, incisive, and astute decision maker than his 

immediate predecessors. Land's appeal to executive insight and 

his slighting of bureaucrats was a m.asterstroke. Demonstrating 

that Frog was inferior to Zaman was an obvious next step; the reaction 

_ to Allen's briefing of mid-June signaled that such a phase had begun. 

Ellender's stand, the President's preferences, and convincing testi-

ITlony--that-ZaInan was less risky than Frog--and much m.ore valuable, 

would inevitably cause the ExCom's April endorsement of Frog to 

fail. Alternatively, however, if the President, or perhaps even 

Ellender and other senior senators,could be convinced that Zaman 

was too risky, that EOI still was premature, or that the cost estimates 

for Zaman had been grossly understated, the Frog program might 

yet go forward. 

\),?.l)..f\ 
lOU-P ~-r--( 
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Some of the maneuvers that followed were strikingly remi~iscent 

of events of the Fulcrum vs S-2 contest of 1965. For one, Frog--

likeS-2--had initially been represented to be a relatively straight-

forward advance on existing hardware, an embellishment of an existing 

or demonstrated capability. But by May of 1971, after the ExCom 

had decided to proceed with Frog development, the-program's technical 

managers privately looked an Frog as r! ••• a new program with 

some hardware common to 110 [Gambit-3]. fl Frog's operational 

capability had grown strikingly, at least in concept, in the several 

years since the system was invented. In the view of a principal 

Frog designer, Trthere are many more characteristics of this system, 

its mission, hardware and operation that are dissimilar to Gambit-3 

than similar. f! Of the Eastman elements, only the optics module 

survived. Few of the Lockheed subsystems were unaltered, while 

the software and satellite control facility operations were totally 

new, he added. If The operational philosophy is nearly all new. 

1vlany of the key development areas bring totally new fields of tech-
55 

nology to the current program. II 

Italic s added. 

~ 
\ 
\ 
~ 
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That view, current in the program office, was in several 

respects inconsistent with the ExCom's image of Frog--and with 

Packard1s. It is unlikely that either was aware of the inconsistency. 

In a letter he proposed to send Senator Ellender, the Deputy Secretary 

of Defense said .without qualification that Frog was the only feasible 

way of acquiring a readout capability in 1974, because as compared 

to Zaman the Frog task was trsystem integration rather than system 

developme n t. ! t Packard told Ellender, ItI am convinced we will 

eventually need the added capability and speed of response which the 

Eor system can provide--but that we cannot wait until 1976 for this 

system. If 

Dr. David, who was even less enthusiastic about Zaman than 

Packard, wanted to tell Ellender that there was a good case for developing 

both sfstems but that Zaman could profitably be delayed for a year or 

two. David felt that the decision had to be either to continue both 

programs, with Zaman more slowly paced because the budget could 

not simultaneously support two costly readout programs, or to cancel 
56 

Zaman and continue Frog. 

By that time, the Land Panel report on its me eting of 11 June 

and subsequent deliberations had reached the President--and, by 
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all indications, Senator Ellender as well. In the Land Panel's view, 

Frog's perforITlance was rrsubstantially inferior" to that of ZaITlan 

(a statement wholly contradictory of the judgement McLucas had 

forwarded to Packard only two weeks earlier), and Frog was a higher 

risk program because more new subsystems and components had to 

be developed and operated in Frog than in Zaman. The report was 

nowhere marked by a discussion of Ifquantum jump!l technology. 

The Land Panel report was nominally dated 14 July 1971. 

" . .... 

On 9 July, Senator Ellender formally advised Packard that only one 

readout system should be supported in the pending NRO budget and 
57 

that in his judgeITlent Zaman should be that system_. 

Dr. Land's argument.;with which Senator Ellender appeared to 

be familiar, was that Zaman could be developed for a first flight 

by late 1974 and to proceed with Frog would cost the nation ,---I __ 

'-----___ lin additional money flto get an inferior product one year 

sooner {with substantial risk} and with ... probable ••. delay 
58 

of the superior capability. If 

Apart from Ellender, who controlled appropriations, the most 

influential senator in such major program decisions was Senator 

Although "draft copies f[ dated I July were circulated. 
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John Sterlnis, Chairman of the Committee on the Armed Services. 

McLucas arranged to meet with Stennis shortly after learning of 

Ellender's views, but a confusion of schedules caused Colonel Brad-

burn to become the spokesman for the ExCom view that Frog rather 

. than Zaman should be immediately developed. On 15 July, Bradburn 

carefully explained to Stennis why readout was considered es sential 

and why Frog seemed to afford a quicker and less costly av-enue of 

approach to that capability. But that was at best a backfire strategy. 

The Ellender letter, which emphasized budgets rather than technology, 
59 

had redefined the issues. 

By 15 July it was evident that no binding decision could be 

made at the level of the ExCom. Helms completely disagreed with 

Packard and David. All that could be done there was to draw together 

a set of options, price them, and forward them (together with recom-

mendations) to the President. The difficulty was that two diametrically 

opposed positions had developed within and external to the ExCom. 

The CIA and the Land Panel maintained firmly that the Zaman-EOI 

system could be developed by 1975, that costs would be reasonable 

and controllable, and that program risks would be relatively slight. 

Dr. David and the non-CIA part of the NRO argued that a better 
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course would be to develop Frog for 1974 operation and delay Zaman 

until 1976-1978, Frog being the lesser risk and the lower cost approach. 

In or-.e view, Zaman was preferable because although it incorporated 

radically neW technology the new elements were well understood and, 

in the end, operational capability would be appreciably greater 

for Zaman than for Frog. The _other view was that although Frog 

would require a complex integration-of many complex subsystems, 

Frog attempted only a modest advanc e on the state-of-the-art and 

should therefore be readily achievable without much technical risk. 

For practical purposes, technical risk was a surrogate for financial 

risk, given that cost-growth in satellite reconnais sanc-e-programs 

was u"lvariabl y as sociated with underestirnation of technical difficulty. 

The memorandum addressing those issues would have to go to the 

President from the ExCom--or from its individual members, although 

that was not a desirable course. 

That portion of the ExCom meeting of 15 July 1971 devoted 

to briefings on and discussions of Frog, EOr-Zaman, and Gambit 

was intended to disclose and develop the range of choices available. 

Formally, the ExCom had to choose among three options: Option 1 

aI!ticipated a January 1976 first launch of Zaman at a cost of LI ___ _ 

) 
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'-----__ ~I Option 2, priced at I'.-______ ---"l postulated delaying Zaman's 

initial launch until June 1976; the third option assumed a June 1975 

first lau..."lch of Zaman at a cost of I 
'-----------~ 

The two primary 

options assumed continuance of Frog and its operation in 1974; the 

third did not. 

Schlesinger and Packard flatly disbelieved the cost estimates 

for Zaman even though they now were about LI _____ ~lhigher than 

those of January 1971. They emphasized Zaman's potential for cost 

growth and cited Hexagon as an unhappy example of the tendency. 

The CLi\. (whose spokesman was Carl E. Duckett, Deputy Director, 

Science and Technology) defended both the Zaman estimates and 

Hexagon's record, excusing Hexagon's rather substantial cost growth 

on the grounds that not enough had been known about Hexagon when 

the program approval decision was made but protesting that Zaman 

estimates were reliable because Zaman technology was well understood. 

The IS July discussions was confused and ITlisleading mostly 
beca'.l3e none of the participants except Duckett had other than casual 
knowledge of Hexagon experience and none was familiar with the details. 
In fact, as early as September 1964 Hexagon had been represented 
to be a systeITl completely ready for rapid completion of developITlent. 
and only the considerable bureaucratic skill of Dr. A. H. Flax, 
NRO Director at the time;prevented a precipitate cOITlmitment of 
funds and design details. As noted elsewhere in this history, Hexagon 

) 

\ \. 
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David Packard ttdid not q"-lite agree" with Duckett's view of 

Zaman's prospects, feeling intuitively that it was unrealistic to 

postulate a 1975 launch date whatever the level of funding. If the 

Eor approach were to be adopted, Packard said, the ExCom should 

frankly tell the President that 1976 was the earliest possible launch 

date and that od y with luck could that schedule be maintained. 

Almost as an aside, Packard ooserved that it was foolish to construct 

a program schedule around unachievables, that for Zaman the better 

course would be to select a conservative schedule from the onset. 

Neither the first nor the third of the ttoptions t! was realistic, in 

Packard's judgement, and he urged abandoning consideration of them. 

Packard fou?d Frog costs and schedules somewhat more credible 

if oP~y because there was a smaller gap between the time of the 

development substantially exceeded early cost and schedule estimates, 
optimism about technological risk was sadly m.isplaced, and early 
program planning was chiefly distinguished by its misconceptions. 
Schlesinger had some limited knowledge of those circumstances. 

I ~ the NRO Comptroller, was thoroughly familiar with 
their financial consequences and said little. Duckett had m.anaged 
the CIA effort of Hexagon. Otherw-l.se, no participant in the dis
cussions appeared to have either studied or inquired closely into 
the Hexa~ experience and in consequence only Schlesinger and 
I jquibbled with Duckett's explanation of that experience. 
1vluch of that explanation was at variance with fact, but in the 
absence of an NRO institutional memory that was not apparent 
at the time. 

\ ' 
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estimates and the estimated time of program completion. In such 

terrns, the principal choice to be afforded President Nixon was be-

tween an EOI- Zaman available no earlier than 1976 and Frog avail-

able in the fir st quarter of 1974. There was an undercurrent of 

agreement that ~n the existing budgetary environment whichever 

system was" approved was likely to have a long operational life. 

The earlier bureaucratic maneuvering had insured acceptance of the 

premise that Frog, if developed at all, was likely to remain in the 

inventory well past 1977, the nominal date for introduction of a fully 

operational Zaman. 

In the course of the tortured discussion of 15 July, McLucas 

suggested that a way out of the financial imbroglio would be to delay 

the start of system development on Zaman until R&D for Frog ha.d 

ended. That would cause Zaman availability to slip until 1978, but 

it would resolve the budget problem and would result in the initial 

operation of a readout system in 1974. Schlesinger endorsed the 

notion and Packard seemed interested (partly because he did not 

believe Zaman could be developed on the schedule then assumed), 

but Duckett was very negative, signaling Helms '. opposition. Dr. 

David, who had never warmed to the notion of a rapid development 

program for Zaman, seconded the McLucas proposal wholeheartedly. 
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For practical purposes the only product of the extended dis-

cusslon was a decision to forward a draft memorandum to the 
60 

President. The content of the memo remained unspecified. 

Between 15 July and 9 August 1971, Daviq, Packard, and 

Helms attempted to produce a memo they could jointly sign. By 

5 August Helms had concluded that he could not agree with the posi-

tion taken by Packard and David; on 9 August he sent his own to 

President Nixon. Six days later, on 17 August, Laird sent his 

o\Vll recommendations and a summary of ExCom views to the Pres-

ident. For the next five weeks the question simmered, various of 

the participants attempting to ensure acceptance of their positions. 

On 23 September the decision was announced. President Nixon 

elected to quantum jwnp. 

The most interesting and significant events of those two months 

were not the decision and its effect on the budget, as suggested by 

the subs equent discus sion during the ExCom meeting of 30 September. 

Far more important were the developments that led to a complete 

split between Helms, on the one hand, and Packard and David on the 

other and the fundamental differences of viewpoint thus disclosed. 
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Although an advance copy of the Land Report dated 14 July 

had been informall y circulated earlier that month, no fully authenti-

cated copy went forward to Dr. David until 24 July. and one member 

of the Land Panel withheld his assent to the conclusions past that 

date. Dr. Allen Puckett had consistently e::x:pressed reservations 

ab·out the technical feasibility of the Zaman approach and although 

---he approved the addition of his name as a signator on 2_9 July he 

privately continued pessimistic about the prospect of meeting Zaman 

progra:m goals. At best, he felt, Frog and Zaman were equally 

risky, and because of that reluctant judgement he eventually 

agreed to add his name to the list of Land Panel rne:mber.s....in agree.". 

:ment with the basic report.- Dr. Richard L. Garwin, who handled 

preparation of the final report, was_able to bring Puckett to that cOm-
61 

promise only after extended discussions . 

Fundamentally, the Land Panel recommended that Frog be dropped 
- ') 

---, 
" 

and Zaman-EOI be developed toward a Novembe(~ 1974 first flight d~~~. 

On the day that he received the formal copy of the Land Panel report, 

Dr. David completed the fir st draft of a proposed ExCom memorandum 

to the President recommending a choice beDNeen Frog in 1974 and 

Zaman in 1976 or later but favoring delayed development of the EOr 

system. On 2 August, Helms proposed that the ExCom present five 

\)\zIXF'Y 
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options to the President: (1) Za:man on a 1976 schedule, (2) Za:man 

!lbefore II 1976, (3) Za:man in 1976 and a rrlow cost interi:m syste:mrr 

earlier. (4) Frog in 1974 and Za:man in 1976, and (5) Frog in 1974 

and Zam.an in 1978. (The options were no:minally in order of increasing 

cost, although in the ter:m-s of discussion e:mployed during the 15 July 

ExCom :meeting the fifiK option, Frog plus a 1978 Za:man, was by a 

62 
c:::msidel."-able margin-less costly than Frog plus a 1976 Za:man.) 

Packard, writing on 5 Augus t as chair:man of the ExCo:m, ad-

vised Laird that there was a funda:mental disagree:ment within the 

ExCorn on what to reco:m:mend to the President and how. Owing to 

- the apparent i:mpos sibility of reconciling their divergent opinions, he 

told Laird, ExCo:m :me:mbers proposed to send two :me:moranda for-

ward, one fro:m Hel:ms and the other fro:m Packard and David. 

Packard's draft e:mphasized that readout was desirable because 

of its crisis capability and not because of any potential for the sub-

sequent development of a I I through an 

irnprove:ment of electro-optical i:maging technology. Frog, he ex-

plained, would trans:mit photographs ffa few ti:mes a day If to an ex-

isting readout station in New Ha:mpshire, per:mitting data to reach 

TOP SECrtET 
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'----_______________ ~Iafter pictures had been taken. The 

techniques had been basically demonstrated as early as 1961 (in the 

E-l Sarnos). had been again operated successfully in the 1966 Lunar 

Orbiter mission, and had been so improved in various respects since 

that time that Frog satisfied llmost but n0t\ all ll intellig_e.llce require-

rnents: Frog would return relatively high resolution_photography 

dail y and at a rather reasonable cost. 

The EOl schematic, in the Packard-David view, represented 

rta more exciting technical approach!', They described the system 

as compos ed of I 
~----------------------------------------------~ 

'----___ ~-~I The EOr system promised imagery better than Frog 

and had a potential for eventual I~ ________ I but not all com-

ponents were proven and the system was certain to be very expen-

slve. Packard and David noted that the EOr system could presumably 

become available no earlier than 1976 and at a development cost of 

'-.--____ ----__ 1 although if technical progres s were good pro-

gram acceleration might be possible. 
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FrOITl that status sUITlITlary, Packard and David proceeded to 

a stateITlent of choices and justifications. If a readout systeITl were 

wanted at an early date, as the Shultz letter of April 1971 had sug-

gested, the better course would be to begin iITlITlediate developITlent 

of the Frog systeITl. It would surely be cheaper than Eor (a develop-

ITlent cost of about I IforFrog was assUITled) , and would 

very probably be available relatively early in 1974. Because of the 

Senate's pres sure on budget eleITlents, the ITleITlO continued, the 

President ITlust choose between two basic alternatives: develop only 

the EOr systeITl at a '-.1 ______ 1 per year rate, spendingLI ~ __ ~_--" 

~ ___ I in fiscal 1972; or develop Frog at once a..Tld start EOI systeITl 

developITlent upon cOITlpletion of Frog developITlent in 1974.!!< 

The decision on which course to follow should be based entirely 

on whether early readout availability were wanted, Packard and David 

concluded. If 1976 were an acceptable date, then Eor probably was the 

best choice. If an earlier date were wanted, Frog was the ~bVIOUS 
63 

preference. 

* The I Iper-year ceiling for EOr developITlent was in
forITlally discussed in the ExCoITl ITleeting of 15 July but seeITlS not to 

//9 

have been seriously considered at that uITle. Dr. McLucas observed at 
one point thatl 1 a year was an optiITluITl expenditure rate, given 
prograITlneeds and a 1976 operational goal. Only developITlent costs were 

being considered. ,. \\"':.\ 
.-"', 'i\ .. \ , .... ".\ ''\.{ f' 
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In a prOITlpt response to the draft, a copy of which reached HelITls 

on 5 August, one of Duckett's deputies advised McLucas of what had 

becoITle the ClA position: the Frog option should be deleted as too 

costly and GaITlbit plus Hexagon should be used until EOI could be de-

veloped. Duckett wanted the ExCoITl to urge, lIThus we cannot reCOITl-

ITlend any other course than to go ahead with EOr in~n expeditious 
64 

way.II __ 

Laird's response upon learning that the ExCoITl had split was to 

reITlind HelITls of the provision in the ExCoITl charter (the 1965 NRO 

charter) which specified that ExCoITl disagreeITlents should be re-

ferred to the Secretary of Defense for resolution. In the circUITl-

stances, Laird said he would assess HelITls ' views before taking any' 

further action. Laird proposed to prepare a meITlorandUITl to the 

President that would appropriately sUITlmarize different viewpoints 

but one that nonetheles s addres sed the principal issues in a focused 

way and, in the end, recomITlended a course of action. 
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Unfortunately, Laird!s message reached Helms after Helms had 

dispatched his own memorandum to President Nixon. Laird's memo 

was dated 9 August, a rv10nday. Helms on Wednesday~ 11 August, sent 

to Laird a copy of a Helms-to-the-President memo dated 9 August. 

Helms! 11 August note to Laird mentions a Packard-David recommen-

dation that does not appear in any of the surviving correspondence, a 

recommendation to-delay EOr for two years. That suggestion, although 

discussed at various times, was not the Packard-David recornrnenda-

tion of early August. Helms appears to have misunderstood the De-

partment of Defense position on Ear. His memo to the President 

proceeds L.·om the assumption that the choice was Ear now or 

and that David and Packard favored "never!!. 

It is also reasonable to assume that Helms fully appreciated 

the probable consequenc,es of Laird's action. Laird, although emi-

nently fair in the way of all truly skillful politicians, was wholly de-

pendent on Packard to operate the Department of Defense. That 

Laird would be likely to reflect Packard's viewpoint, and to recommend 

it, seems probable. Packard mistrusted the Zaman-Ear estimates 

and had a healthy cynicism about the feasibility of quickly and cheaply 

transforming exotic electronics technology into useful operational 
.-\ 

~\ 
'",1 
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systems. (Packard, it will be recalled, was a highly succes sful 

electronics executive and an experienced R&D manager in private 

life.) Laird was not equipped by experience or inclination to eval-

uate technological problems- -and Laird too was sensitive to cost 

uncertainties. Ther~~s_ slig~t likelihood that Laird would recom-

rnend the high cost, high risk option to President Nixon, or would 

present such an option in a favorable light if other choices were as-

attractive. 

Knowing those probabilities, Helms did not delay in sending 

o££ his own memo to the President. The apparent two-day delay in 

getting a copy to the Pentagon was a bit more difficult to explain--

but then nobody really asked any emba~rassing questions along that 

line. * In his memo to the President, Helms argued that the budget 

could not support a combined Frog-EOl effort, that Frog had no 

The sequence: Laird's memo to Helms on 9 August, probably 
delivered that afternoon, but at the latest the morning of Tuesday, 
10 August; Helm's 9 August memo to the President, and his trans
mittal memo to Laird, not written or sent until Wednesday, 11 
August 1971. It would perhaps be ungentlemanly to suggest that 
Helm's 9 August memo was backdated (it had to be 9 August if it 
was to predate Laird's instructions not to send it) and that the 
11 August date on the Helms -to-Laird memo did not need to be 
backdated. 

,<).\ 
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long-term potential, and that better ways of getting a 1976 capability 

existed than that of starting with Frog and later moving to EOr. 

Helms also suggested that in reality Eor was --likely to appear only 

a year later than Frog and that there was little s ens e in acquiring 

a one-year adva]lce 1ll capability-if if; meant that EOr inight be post-

paned in consequence. 

-The option that Helms urged on Presideht-Nixon\vas to begin 

Eor system development in December 1971, aiming at a June 1976 

launch. and to rely on Gambit and Hexagon for any necessary in-

terim crisis reconnaissance capability. The primary alternative 

(which Helms identified as that favored by Dr. Land) was to start 

Eor development immediatel y and schedule an initial operational 

launch for late 1974 (at a cost about I Ihigher than the cost 

of the favored option). A different alternative, Helms noted, would 

be to add to the favored option a provision for the development of an 

interim quick response capability for crisis reconnaissance (at a po-

tential cost of about '-rl ______ Iand two years of development). 

Most of the arguments in Helms I memorandum to the President 

focused On assumed shortcomings of Frog: the LI _____________ ----' 

was too long for crisis management, Frog provided no enhancement 

.. 
'.-'. 

, ", .. ,-.1 ,_)1. ""_ .~ 
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of existing technical intelligence capabilities, Frog was costlier. than 

other quick-response systems, and ~rog development difficulties had 
65 

been under stated. 

The Helms memo could be faulted on several grounds. It did 

not present any real alternatives to the recommended primary action. 

it did not objectively evaluate the faults and failings of the two sys-

terns, it-ignored potential cost growi:h ~arid- schedule siip problems in 

the more advanced of the systems being contrasted, and it employed 

an extreme best-case worst-case set of arguments that unfairly biased 

the options. But it could not be faulted on effectiveness grounds: all 

of the potential shortcoming s of Frog, and all of the arguments against 

Frog, were laid out skillfully. The better of the Ear attractions were 

displayed and the risks depreciated. If the favored option seemed un-

wisely optimistic as regards costs and schedules, it could be contrasted 

with a still more glowing and optimistic option endorsed by Dr. Land. 

one of the most respected and succes sful of the scientists as sociated 

with satellite reconnaissance. And if Helms did not emphasize Landts 

IIquantum jump!f verbiaae in discussina comparative risk, neither was 
" 0 b 

he able to quote Frog program office statements that contradicted the 

'flow-risk Froa H the sis Packard and 1v1cLucas had come to believe. __ 0_ 

"," 

~r·;/·\'i·\ 
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The rationale for the Helms memoranduln was not obscure. If 

Frog were approved for development and EOr developlnent were post-

poned, several events would follow. First, the CIA's reconnaissance 

system development specialists would have no major imaging program 

in their inventory: He;x:agon would be operational, as would Gambit, 

and the principal new system would be a variant of Gambit assigned 

to the West Coast element of the NRO for development. Should Fr~g 

be successful, various of the improvements then being proposed for 

the basic Galnbit might well be incorporated, and the operational 

life of Frog could well be extended thereby. In the meantime, the 

EOI approach would be competing for funds with Frog improvement 

schemes, and perhaps with an electrostatic tape camera that in a few 

months could seem considerably more attractive. The attraction of 

operating an existing system with appreciable and proven low-cost 

growth potentiallnight overcome the dubious advantages of investing 

in a new LI ______ ~lprogra..""Il of uncertain potential, however attrac-

tive it seemed on paper or in a laboratory. Once Frog entered the in-

ventory, the prospects of EOI diminished. Such factor s the CIA fully 

appreciated. 
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On the day a copy of Helms' memo to the President reached the 

White House, McLucas learned that David too seemed to be departing 

from the earlier agreed ExCorn position. David had told McLucas 

that in the interests of unity he had heretofore been incli~ed to go 

along with Packa,rd1s views, but now that a conse.sus seemed un-

achievable he had decided to rfbring forward some of·his more basic 

feelings. It David really believed, that EOr should not be rec.Q.mmended 

as a feasible option, that Land was wholly wrong, that a more deliber-

ate course was advisable than any heretofore proposed. that Frog 

should be deployed regardless of other considerations, and that once 

experience in gathering and using readout products had been acquired 

it would be time enough to consider investing in a high-cost, high-
66 

technology system like Zaman. 

McLucas himself wanted Laird to present to the President! three 

options that extended from a 1976 EOr program to a 1974 Frog plus 

a 1978; EOr. McLucas was willing to consider what he then assumed 

was Helms I favorite: acceleration of Eor development for 1975 avail-

ability. 

In the end Laird decided to recommend one specific course that 

the ExCom could agree on. The "vording was peculiar: Laird told the 
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President that the ExCom had agreed that the best option was to 

develop EOr toward a 1976 operational date but at a spending rate 

of I la year, adding n ••• I strongly recommendlt that 

decision. But, Laird continued, Helms felt that an earlier opera-

'. tional date was achievable, - Packard had constderable doubts about 

acceleration and was somewhat pes simistic about 1976 availability, 

and David favored starting with Frog because to him the 1976 avail-

ability date for an Eor system seemed highly unlikely. Helms 

opposed Frog in any event, favoring alternative early capability 

systems if one were to prove necessary. In Laird!s judgement, 

the availability of Hexagon negated any need for readout capability 

at an early date, so (he told the President) the best course was an 

order program of EOr development toward 1976 operation "or possibly 
67 

somewhat earlier. If Helms and Land had taken that round. 

On 23 September, Dr. Henry Kissinger advised all concerned 

that the President had concluded that the development of the EOr 

system should be undertaken toward 9- 1976 operational date and 

"under a realistic funding program. If Further, the President had 

decided that n ••• there should be no further development of the 
68 

Film Read-Out Gambit (FROG) system. rr 

\ .... , 
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That settled the main question. Conversations among ExCom 

members later in September uncovered some uneasiness about the 

!!realistic funding program fl caveat, by which the 'Wbite House had 

intended to mean a ceiling of I I a year on EOr expenditures. 
'---------~ 

Packard concluds:d' that costs !tin the range ofIL ___ 1 per yearfl would 

prQba~ly pass muste:r, given uncertainties about inflation rate and, 

the IL1.ce.~As fox what remai'ned, ij;'wasneces sary teta-dviseSenator 

,Ellender of the decision and get on with Zaman, shortly after named 
69 

Kennan. Film readout for Gambit was officially dead. 

The 30 September meeting that considered the effects of the 

"Frog c,ancellation,was the last ExGom session Packard ever attended, 

he left the government later that year. About a year later, the 

President abolished the Office of Science Advisor; both Dr. David 

and the Land Panel vanished thereby, although Dr. Land continued 

to advise the CIA. McLucas survived to become Secretary of the 

Air Force in the second Nixon Administration; Helms was named 

Ambas sador to Iran shortly after the election. None of those 

actions appeared to be related to the Kennan decision, but they 
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NOTES ON SOURCES 

1. MFR, BGen R. E. Greer, Dir/Samos Proj, 16 Feb 61, 
subj: Trip Report; see Vol lIA, Ch VII, this mss, for details 
of E-l experiment. 

2. Samos~Program Chronologies, Jul-Dec 61, in SAFSP files; 
~ Vol IIA, pp 168-172, this mss, for detai~s_. 

3. Memo, Col W. G. King, Program I, to Col J. W. Ruebel, 
S:AFSP Plans and Policy Ofc, 21 Nov 61, in Greer files, 
SAFSP. 

4. Various Samos E-1 tech manuals dating from 1959 and 1960; 
25 May 59 Rand paper by Amrom Katz, .rObservation Satel
lites ... If; paper, "Anatomy of Readout, II MGen R. E. 
Greer, Nov 62. 

5. Rpt, "Sentry Program E-3 Reconnaissance," Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Div, 29 Jul 59. 

6. Rpt, "Samos Applied Research System, " 9 Nov 60; rpt, 
"Aerospace Corp Evaluation of the RCA Electrostatic Irnaging~'" 
and Recording System, II 18 Nov 61; ltr, Maj D. W. Denby, 
Sys Br, D/Tech, ASD, to SAFSP, 13 Dec 61, subj: Develop
ment of a Photo Tape Sensor. 

7. "Anatomy of Readout, II Greer, Nov 62; ltr, Maj Gen R. E. 
Greer, Dir/SP, to Capt F. B. Gorman (USN), SP-Plans, 
19 Nov 62. subj: Establishment of Special Study Group. 

8. Samos Program Chronology, May 63; rpt, "Photo-Tape 
Reconnaissance System, If prep by T. J. Fulton, ASD Recon 
Lab, 9 Apr 63; amended mo rpt, If Photo-Tape Reconnaissance 
System, " 15 Apr 63, all in SP-6 files. 

9. Memo, E. M. Purcell, Chm, Recce Panel, to DCI, Jul63, 
subj: Panel for Future Satellite Reconnaissance Options. 
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10. Memo, B. McMillan, DNRO, to SoD, 11 Jan 65, subj: Quick 
Reaction Surveillance System, in DNRO files. 

11. Msg, Whig 3457, BGen J. L. Martin to Dr B. McMillan, 
DNRO, 28 Jul 65. 

12. Rpt, liThe Application .of Image Forming Satellite Recon
naissance to Crisis Management, II prep by COMOR ExCom, 
24 Jan 66. 

- 1'3. Min,_NRE~ExCom Mtg, 17 Aug 66. 

14. lvlem-o~ LtGeft-F.P.-Ga~H, Dir/D~onr:f:---Po-si:ler, 
.. --------_·--·'ri-ir/DR&E,·-18 Nov 66, subj: Ass~s~ment of Ne; Tech~;10gy 

f<!:!:lnteJligence Collection (quoted in msg. Whig 5919, SAFSS 
to LtCo1 L. Allen, SAFSP, 21 Nov 66). 

15. Msg, Charge 3738, Col L. Allen, SAFSP, to BGen J. T. 
Stewart. Dir / NRO Staff, 6 Dec 66. 

16. Msg. Charge 4338. MGen J. L~ Martirr,-DtrtSP. - to Dr A. 

17. 

Flax. DNRO. 17 Jan 67. 

Rpt, "Requirements for Image Forming Satellite Reconnais
___ ~nCe Respopsive to Warning/Indications Ne.eds .. u prep by 

COMIREX, 5 Jan 68. 

18. See memo, A. H. Flax, DNRO, to Chm, USIB, 12 Mar 69, 
subj: Study of Requirements for Image-Forming Satellite 
Reconnaissance Responsive to Warning/Indications Needs. 
in NRO policy files. 

19. Memo, E. H. LandtoD. F. Hornig, Pres Sci Advsr, 16 
Oct 68, no subj, in Land Panel papers, NRO files. 

20. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg, 13 Nov 68. 

21. Memo, Flax to Chm, USIB, 12 Mar 69. 
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22. Memo, J. J. Crowley, DirlSpec Projs, DDS&T, CIA, to 
DNRO, 16 May 69, subj: Review of Report Entitled ItSatellite 
Image-Forming Reconnaissance Responsive to Warningl 
Indications Needs, H in DNRO files. 

23. Memo, E. H. Land to Pres US, 6 May 69, no subj. 

24. Notes, SAFSP orientation briefing for BGen W. G. King, 
Dir Isp, Feb 69. 

25. Memo, R. L. Garwin to Dr Edwin Land, 23 Jun 69, subj: 
Major Review 0.£ Solid State Sensor Technology for Electro
Optical Intelligence [ sic] Satellite (!!EOPI), in Land Panel 
files, SAFSS. 

26. Memo. D. Packard, D/SoD. to R. Helms, DCI. L. A. DuBridge, 
Pres Sci Advsr; and J. L~ McLucas, DNRO, 16 May 69, 
subj: Real-Time Readout. 

27. Memo, Col L. Allen Jr, Dir /NRO Staff, to Dr J. L. McLucas, 
DNRO, 5 Jun 69, subj: Real-Time Readout. 

28. Viewgraphs of briefing, "Study of a Simple Photo Reconnais
sance Electronic Readout System, l! prep by SAFSP for 
Bennington Cmte, 12 Jun 69; Viejgraphr of briefing for BGen 
W. G. King, Dir/SP, Feb 69. in files. 

29. Min, I'-lRP ExCom Mtgs, 7. and 8 Aug 69, as revised 12 Sep 69. 

30. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg, 15 Aug 69. 

31. Memo, E. H. Land, et al, to Dr L. A. DuBridge, Pres 
Sci Advsr, 12 Aug 69~~ subj, in Land Panel papers, 
DNRO files. 

32. Memo, G. T. Tucker, Asst SoD (SA), to D/SoD, 14 Feb 70, 
subj: Interim Report on the Committee for Immediate Recovery 
of Imagery (Fubini Committee); rpt, Report of the Conunittee 
for Immediate Recov~ry of Imagery •. 16 Feb 70; memo, 
A. L. Latter to E. Fubini, 6 Feb 70, subj: Imme diate 
Recovery. 
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33. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg. 16 Sept 69; see also memo, Co~ L. 
Allen, Jr, Dir /NRO Staff, to D. Packard, R. Helms, L. 
DuBridge (ExCom) 12 Sep 69, subjl I 

34. Viewgraphs of briefing, 14 Aug 69, prep by SAFSP for D. 
Packard, D/SoD. 

35. Min, NRP ExCom Mtgs, 25 Nov 69, 16 Sep 69. 

36. Memo, E. H. Land, et aI, to Dr L. A. DuBridge, 13 Mar 70, 
subj: Solid State Real-Time Readout System, in Land Panel 
files; see memo, Tucker to Packard, et aI, 14 Jul 70. -- ---

37. Memo, E. H. Land, et aI, to Dr L. A. DuBridge, Pres Sci 
Advsr, 13 Jul 70, subj: Photographic Reconnaissance Systems 
Status, in Land Panel Papers, DNRO files; memo, DuBridge 
to D. Packard, D/SoD, and R. Helms, DCI, 13 Jul 70, 
subj: Land Panel R3port. 

38. Memo, G. P. Shultz, Dir/OMB, to D. Packard, D/SoD, 
15 Jul 70, no subj, in SAFSS files; see also memo, Col L. 
Allen, Jr, Dir/NRO Staff, to Dr J. L. McLucas, DNRO, 
31 Jul 70, subj: Activity Report, 27 Jul - 31 Jul 70. 

39. Rpt, Director's Report to the NRP Executive Committee on 
FY 70 Status and FY 71 Program, 15 Jul 70, prep by NRO 
Staff for J. L. McLucas, DNRO; Itr, G. P. Shultz, Dir/OMB, 
to D. Packard, D/SoD, 15 Jul 70, no subj, in NRO files. 

40. l-.iemo, J. L. McLucas, DNRO, to Dir / CIA Recce Prog, 
27 Jul 70, subj: Approval of Electro-Optical Imaging Program 
System Definition Phase; min,NRP ExCom Mtg, 15 Jul 70. 

41. Memo, E. H. Land, et aI, to Dr E. E. David, Jr,. Pres 
Sci Advsr, 14 Sep 70, subj: Real-Time Photographic Systems 
Definition Studies (Zaman). in Land Panel papers, DNRO 
files; min, ~~P ExCom Mtg, 20 Nov 70. 
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42.. Ltr, E. G. Fubini to D. Packard, D/SoD, 29 Oct 70, no subj. 

43. Memo, Maj W. F. Craig, NRO Staff, to Dr J. L. McLucas, 
DJ\l"RO, undated (written 11 Jan 71), subj: Ray Cline's Views 
on Crisis Response; MFR, Maj F. L. Hofmann, NRO Staff, 
16 Nov 70, subj: I I Briefing on I I 
both in NRO staff files. 

44. Memo, J. L. McLucas, DNRO, to Dr H. A. Kissinger, 
18 Dec 70, subj: Photographic Capabilities During Crises. 
in DNRO files. 

45. Min, NRO ExCom Mtg, 20 Nov 70. 

46. Ltr, W. P. Rogers, SoS, to R. Helms, Dir /CIA, 15 Jan 
71, no subj (identical Itr sent to M. Laird, SoD, same date); 
ltr, C. E. Duckett, Dir/CIA Recce Prgms, to Dr J. L. 
McLucas, DNRO, 11 Jan 71, no subj. 

47. Background information from NRP ExCom Agenda for 29 
Jan 71 ExCom Mtg. dtd 27 Jan 71, prep by Maj W. Craig, 
SAFSS; memo, R. Kahal, NRO stafi~ to Dr J. L. McLucas, 
DNRO, 21 Jan 71, subj: Hexagon Near-ReaL-Time Readout. 

48. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg, 29 Jan 71. 

49. Min, NRF ExComMtgs,Z-O Nov" 70, -"2.1) Jan 71. 

50. Ltr, G. P. Shultz, Dir/OMB, to D. Packard, D/SoD, 
22 Apr 71, no subj: min,NRP ExCom Mtg, 23 Apr 71; interview ~ 
LtCol W. Craig, NRO Staff, by R. Perry, 10 Sep 73. 

51. Memo, J. L. McLucas, DNRO, to D. Packard, D/SoD, 
4 Jun 71, subj: Actions Approved at the ExCom Meeting 
(23 Apr 71). 

52. Memo, Adm (ret) G. W. Anderson, Jr, Chm, PFIAB, to D.· 
Packard, D/SoD, 17 Jun 71, no subj, DNRO files. 
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53. Memo, Col D. D. Bradburn, Dir / NRO Staff, to Dr J. L. 
McLucas, DNRO, 14 Jun 71, subj: Highlights ~f the Land 
Panel Meeting, 11 Jun 71, in DNRO files. 

54. Merno, L. C. Dirks, Actg Dir SP, CIA, to D/DNRO, 17 
Jun 71, subj: Interim Near-Real-Time System--Vehicle 
and Operational Alternatives, encl study, same subj, by 

I I D/ Ch De s and Anal Div, Dir SP CIA, which 
also cites SAFSP Study Apr 71 !f60-Day Study, If and COMIREX 
"Study'of Intelligence Requirements for Crisis Response 
Satellite Imaging, II Apr 71. 

55. Memo, R. G. Stephenson, Grp IV, Aerospace Corp, to J. 
Statsinger, Grp I, 27 May 71, subj: Frog, in SP-l files. 

56. Msg, Whig 0847, LtCo1 F. Hofmar..n to Dr J. L. McLucas, 
DNRO, 24 Jun 71, forwarding cy of draft Packard ltr to 
Ellender (McLucas was in Los Angeles); memo, E. E. 
David Jr, Pres scCAcfvsr, toD. Packard, D/SoD, 30 Jun 
71, no subj, in DNRO files. 

57. Draft rpt. liThe Near-Real-Time Photographic Reconnaissance 
Program (EOI-Frog), II prep by National Recce Panel to the 
President's Science Advisor, 1 Ju1 71; see msg Whig 102.1, 
F. R. Naka. D/DNRO, to BGen L. All~Jr, Dir/SP, 
3 Aug 71, transmitting basics of rpt; ltr. Sen. A. J. Ellender~ 
Chm, Senate Cmte on Appropriations, to D. Packard, D/ 
SoD, 9 Jul 71, no subj, in DNRO files., 

58. Rpt, signed by E. H. Land, Chm, Nat! Recce Panel to the 
President's Science Advisor; liThe Near-Real-Time Photo 
Reconnaissance (EOI-Frog), II dtd 14 Jul 71. 

59. MFR, J. L. McLucas, DNRO, 14 Jul 71, subj: Notes for 
Use at Meeting with Senator Stennis at 3~ 00 o'clock, 14 
July (n. b.: memo annotated to show its use by Col D. D. 
Bradburn, Dir/NRO Staff, in 15 Julmtg with Stennis). 

60. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg, 15 Jul 71. 
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61. Land Panel Rpt, 14 Jul 71; Itr, R. L. Garwin, Land Pq.nel. 
to Dr E. E. David, Jr, Pres Sci Advsr, 24 Jul 71, no subj; 
Itr, Garwin to David, 26 Jul 71, no subj, both in Land Panel 
papers, DNRO files. 

62. lvlemo, E. E. David, Pres Sci Advsr, to D. Packard, D/ 
SoD, and R. Helms, DCI, 24 Jul, subj: Memorandum to 
the President on Frog and EOI; memo, Helms to Packard, 
2 Aug 71, no subj. 

63. Memo, D. Packard, Chm ExCom and D/SoD, tmdated, 
about 5 Aug 71, to M. Laird, SoD, subj: Readout Satellites, 
with encl, draft memo, D. Packard and E. David, ExCom, 
to Pres undated, subj: Readout Satellites. The Packard to 
Laird memo was handwritten, in pencil, and can be dated 
only from a notation on a transmittal slip for a copy sent 
to the D:N"'RO. 

64. Informal memo, D. H. Steininger, CIA D/Sci and Tech, 
to J. L. McLucas, DNRO, 5 Aug 71, no subj. 

65. Memo, R. Helms, Dir CIA, to SoD, 11 Aug 71, subj: Readout 
Satellites, w/ encl, memo, Helms to Pres. 9 Aug 71, same 
subj. 

66. Draft memo, J. L. McLucas, DNRO. to D. Packard, D/SoD. 
11 Aug 71, no subj. The file copy has been torn into several 
pieces and then reassembled with the aid of transparent tape. 
It may not have been sent to Packard at all--but in that it 
describes a conversation between McLucas and David, it 
accurately reflects the situation as of 11 Aug. 

67. Draft memo for M. Laird, SoD, to Pres, prep by J. L. 
McLucas, 11 Aug 71, subj: Readout Satellites; M. Laird, 
SoD, to Pres, 17 Aug 71, subj: Readout Satellites. 

68. Memo, H. A. Kissinger to SoD, Dir/OMB, DCI, Pres Sci 
Advsr, Chm PFIAB, 23 Sep 71, subj: Near-Real-Time 
Satellite Reconnais sance System, in DNRO files. Italics added. 
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69. Min, NRP ExCom Mtg, 30 Sep 71; ltr, D. Packard, D/SoD, 
to Sen A. J. Ellender, Chm, Cmte on Appropriations, ' 
40ct71. 
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